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Abstract
The materials used in the next-generation nuclear power plants have to en-
dure extreme environmental conditions, such as high doses of radiation, high
temperature, and corrosion. Therefore, scientists are searching for novel ma-
terial concepts that could perform in these conditions. High entropy alloys
are new materials which consist of five or more principal elements in near
equimolar concentrations. Furthermore, the material forms a single phase
solid solution. Experiments have shown that high entropy alloys have bet-
ter mechanical properties compared to pure single elements they consist of,
are corrosion resistant, and their properties are stable in wide temperature
range.

The properties of high entropy alloys are affected by four core effects:
high entropy, sluggish diffusion, severe lattice distortion, and cocktail ef-
fect. The high entropy effect stabilises the random solid solution phase and
therefore affects the atomic-scale structure of the material. Next, sluggish
diffusion effect can trap various point-defects and hinder their clustering into
larger defects. The severe lattice distortion effect increases the electron and
phonon scattering within the material which affects the thermal properties.
Finally, cocktail effect allows to modify material properties based on the
concentration of ingredients.

The properties of high entropy alloys make them suitable candidates for
use in nuclear applications. Until now, the radiation damage in high entropy
alloys has not been extensively studied. Computer simulations are necessary
to study the radiation response of the material, due to fast processes involved
which cannot be measured directly experimentally. These methods rely on
both the models used as well as the initial conditions. In the current work
three aspects of computer simulations are investigated that can affect the
results of radiation damage simulations.

First, the short-range interaction is studied with quantum mechanical
methods. Based on this a new method for modifying the empirical poten-
tials is proposed to correctly capture the interactions at short interatomic
distances. The results obtained from quantum mechanical methods show
that at very short distances, less than 0.7 Å, Ziegler, Biersack, and Littmark
potential agrees well with the Ni-Ni dimer energy in host crystal, but at the
intermediate distances, 0.7 - 2.2 Å, the results differ. Therefore, the empirical
potential has to be modified in order to reproduce the quantum mechanical
results. For this purpose a procedure was developed and applied to the case
of Ni embedded atom method type potential. The comparison simulations
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with potentials developed with the new proposed method and a commonly
used method show that the number of stable Frenkel pairs produced in the
collision cascade simulation depends on the fitting parameters in the latter
method, but is stable with the new method.

Secondly, the chemical ordering is studied in two high entropy alloys,
NiCrCo and NiCrCoFe, with Monte Carlo simulations coupled with density
functional theory. Simulations are done at 500, 800 and 1200 K to investigate
the temperature dependence of the atomic distribution. During the simu-
lation atomic species are swapped randomly and a new state is accepted
with probability based on Metropolis method. The results from simulations
of NiCrCo alloy show that the chemical ordering in the alloy changes from
the random solid solution to a slightly ordered state. The number of Cr-Cr
pairs is decreased and Ni-Cr pairs increased. Next, the results for quatern-
ary NiCrCoFe alloy show a similar trend, where the number of Cr-Cr pairs
is decreased, but the number of Fe-Fe pairs is also decreased. The main
reason behind the ordering is the magnetic frustration of antiferromagnetic
Cr atoms where it is energetically preferable to scatter Cr atoms within
the material to sites where the neighbouring atoms have opposite magnetic
moments.

Thirdly, the time-dependent density functional theory calculations are
done to investigate the density dependent electron-ion coupling parameter
for Ni and Fe projectiles in Ni host crystal. The simulations show that the
coupling of Fe is stronger than for Ni. This would result in larger phonon
scattering due to electrons when additional Fe atoms are introduced into
the alloy. Next, a new method for including electronic effects into classical
molecular dynamics simulation was developed for LAMMPS software pack-
age and applied to the study of phonon normal mode lifetimes in Ni crystal
and NiFe random alloys. The method is based on Langevin dynamics where
the friction term depends both on the electronic density as well as on the
type of the atom. The phonon lifetimes obtained from the simulations for
pure Ni crystal are in good agreement with the quantum mechanics based
perturbation theory calculations. Moreover, the new method is a significant
improvement compared to the two-temperature model where the lifetimes
do not depend on the wave vector of phonon modes at all. The results for
phonon mode lifetimes in NiFe random alloy rapidly decrease with the in-
crease of Fe content. This is mainly due to the scattering of phonon modes
caused by the introduced disorder, but also due to the higher coupling para-
meter for Fe atoms.

In summary, all the studied aspects can severely influence the results
of collision cascade molecular dynamics simulations in high entropy alloys.
Therefore, the proposed methods and calculated properties will provide valu-
able input for further studies.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
The ever-growing demand for more energy has forced scientists to look for
new ways to produce large quantities of energy from more abundant sources
than fossil fuels. Although, renewable sources like wind, solar and hydro are
easily accessible they are incapable of meeting the demand needed by the
industry. For example in 2014 the amount of energy produced by renewable
sources was around 10% of the total production [1]. This is mostly due to
the low efficiency of renewable sources or because of the lack of scientific
advances in these fields. Another limiting factor is related to the conditions
imposed by the geographic locations where the energy consumption takes
place. For example creating large wind parks or solar arrays close to the
cities might be unfeasible as a result of the limited availability of the land.
Also, northern regions might not be suitable for solar power production
due to low intensity of sunlight throughout the whole year. Therefore, best
alternatives for high power production are fission and fusion energy plants.
Currently, the main concerns with nuclear power sources are related to the
safety of the power plant and the negative attitude towards nuclear power
in general.

The major safety concerns in nuclear reactors are related to the materials
and fuels used in the power plant. The extreme conditions that the materials
have to endure in a reactor are high doses of radiation, high temperature,
and also highly corrosive environments. This is especially true in the next
generation reactors (Gen-IV) [2], where the radiation dose is significantly
higher than in the current systems. Furthermore, the substitution of water
with liquid metals for heat transport creates a highly corrosive environment.
Additionally, the materials used in fusion reactors, such as ITER [3], have
even higher demands on the material due to very high temperatures of the
plasma and high energy neutrons and He released in the process. This work
will mainly focus on the radiation damage related issues in the material.

The main effects resulting in material degradation during irradiation is
caused by the point-defect creation in the material by energetical particles.
The fast neutrons initiate a collision cascade within the material by trans-
ferring most of its kinetic energy to a lattice atom. This primary knock-on
atom will collide with the surrounding atoms and, also, excite the electrons.
During such an event the lattice will heat and can even melt locally. Next,
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multiple point-defects, such as vacancies and interstitials, will be created
and during the cool-down most of the created defects will annihilate leaving
behind isolated Frenkel pairs. The remaining defects will migrate within
the material, due to diffusion processes, and they could form clusters. The
growing vacancy clusters can form voids and trap implanted He atoms. This
causes the material to swell [4, 5, 6, 7] and eventually cause embrittlement
[7]. These effects in term create stresses within the material and cause it to
fail. Also, the sessile clusters of interstitial and vacancies act as obstacles
for dislocation mobility and cause the hardening of the material [8, 9, 7].
Therefore, understanding and controlling the production of Frenkel pairs
and clusters enables to create an optimised radiation resistant material.

A way to control the growth of clusters is by adding high efficiency sinks
into the structure of the material which attract nearby point-defects. This is
achieved, for example, in nano-scaled metallic multilayer composites where
the nanometre thick layers of immiscible elements are stacked intermittently.
Numerous experimental studies of Cu-Nb NMMC [10, 11, 12] have shown
that the number of point-defects is lower than in the pure elements making
up the compound. Furthermore, a void denuded zone was observed of around
20 nm thick near the interface [13]. Computer simulations have shown that
the point defect creation at the metallic interface is significantly lower than
in the bulk of the material [14, 15, 16]. Therefore, the created point-defects
would migrate towards the interface where they can annihilate or escape the
material. Finally, a recent study showed that the Cu-Nb metallic interface
can accommodate vacancy clusters consisting of up to four vacancies [17],
which could increase the sinks efficiency to capture interstitials.

Recently, a new group of materials called high entropy alloys has been
proposed for radiation resistant applications [18]. These materials consist of
five or more elements creating a single phase solid solution. Experimental
studies have reported remarkable properties of these materials. Namely,
HEAs have high hardness and compressive strength at both room and elev-
ated temperatures [19, 20, 21]. Next, it has been shown that they are more
resistant to wear than common steels [21, 22]. Also, a better corrosion res-
istance than in stainless steel has been observed for Al0.5CoCrCuFeNi HEA
[21, 23].

However, only a few studies have been done to look at the radiation
resistance of HEAs [24, 25, 26]. The computational study of such materials
is challenging due to the multi-component nature of the alloy. But these
methods are crucial in gaining information on the underlying mechanisms
occurring during the radiation damage. Therefore, a framework for correctly
doing collision cascade studies in HEAs is needed.
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1.1 Purpose of this work

The purpose of this work is to describe the most important theoretical as-
pects of doing radiation damage studies of a HEA. First, we propose a
novel method for modifying the empirical potentials to correctly describe
the short-range interactions between all the elements making up an alloy.
The method is demonstrated with an EAM type potential for pure Ni. Next,
the atomic-scale properties of Ni-based HEAs are investigated using the MC
method combined with DFT. This enables us to characterise the chemical
ordering in these alloys and check whether the random solid solution as-
sumption can be applied to all HEAs. Finally, we study the energy transfer
from a moving projectile into the electronic system using TDDFT calcula-
tions. In order to apply the TDDFT results in classical MD simulations, a
new method is developed to include electronic losses into the classical simu-
lation in a precise and effective manner. All these aspects are crucial in the
study of exact mechanisms of defect production and evolution during the
irradiation process of HEAs.
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Chapter 2

Concept of high entropy alloy
High entropy alloy [19] is a novel concept of designing materials with con-
trollable properties. The HEAs are usually made of 5 or more elements
each having atomic concentrations from 5 - 35% and forming a single phase
solid solution alloy. Additionally, small quantities (less than 5%) of minor
elements can be added to the HEA for alloying purposes. The HEAs are
mostly in FCC and BCC crystal structures, but recently also HCP HEA has
been experimentally confirmed [27]. The properties of a HEA are affected
by four core effects: high-entropy, sluggish diffusion, severe lattice distortion
and cocktail effect.

Due to the many elements making up a HEA the configurational entropy
term has to be taken into account in determining the equilibrium phase
diagram. A balance between entropy of mixing and enthalpy of mixing
defines whether a system will separate into single element phases, create
an intermetallic alloy or form a solid solution. A system with large positive
enthalpy of mixing and low entropy of mixing will be driven towards the pure
single element phase as this would lead to the lowest free energy. Therefore,
a rapidly cooled multi-component solid solution would separate into regions
with high concentration of single element. On the other hand, negative
enthalpy of mixing and low entropy of mixing would have the lowest free
energy when an intermetallic compound is formed. The intermetallic differs
from a solid solution because of the presence of long range order. Finally,
in a system with a near zero enthalpy of mixing the configurational entropy
would contribute the most to the free energy and a random solid solution
phase would be stabilised at relatively low temperatures. Furthermore, this
assumption is often used when calculating the properties or when studying
the phase stability of HEAs.

Next, the random nature of the HEA solid creates large fluctuations in
the lattice potential. The high energy lattice potential sites will hinder the
diffusion of atoms through those sites due to high energy penalty needed. On
the other hand, the low energy sites will act as traps for diffusing atoms and;
therefore, hinder their further mobility. Both, of these effects propose that
the diffusion in a HEA should be lower than in the pure elements. In fact,
experiments have shown that the self diffusion in CoCrFeMnNi HEA is an
order of magnitude slower for most components than in pure element systems
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Figure 2.1: The temperature dependence of the yield stress of
Nb25Mo25Ta25W25 and V20Nb20Mo20Ta20W20 HEAs and two superalloys,
Inconel 718 and Haynes 230. Reprinted from [29] with permission from
Elsevier.

[28]. The sluggish diffusion effect could be advantageous for decreasing phase
separation due to the growth of precipitates and point-defect cluster growth.

The large differences in atomic radii can cause a HEA have a highly
distorted lattice. This will affect the scattering of electromagnetic waves,
electrons, and phonons. The scattering in electromagnetic waves will res-
ult in difficulties of determining the crystal structure of the material be-
cause peaks that are usually associated with a crystal structure will become
smeared. Also, the scattering of electrons and phonons will result in the
lower free path. Therefore, multiple properties related to the energy trans-
port could become affected. Indeed, in a recent work by Caro et al. [30] it
was shown that thermal conductivity is always lowered when additional ele-
ment types are included. Also, it has been shown that mechanical properties
of HEA are insensitive to temperature due to the severe lattice distortion ef-
fect. For example, in the refractory NbMoTaW and VNbMoTaW HEAs the
yield strength was relatively stable over a large temperature range (Fig. 2.1)
[29].

Finally, the cocktail effect allows to construct a HEA based on properties
of single components. For instance, the crystal structure of CuCoNiCrAlFe
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Figure 2.2: Hardness and lattice constants of CuCoNiCrAlxFe alloy system
with different x values: A) hardness of CuCoNiCrAlxFe alloys, B) lattice
constant of FCC phase, C) lattice constant of BCC phase. Reprinted from
[19] by permission from John Wiley and Sons, Inc. .

Al in the alloy from low to high (Fig. 2.2) [19]. Similarly, other mechanical
properties like strength can be modified.

These four main effects can be beneficial for the radiation tolerance of
HEAs. For example, the sluggish diffusion effect would result in higher va-
cancy formation energy because an additional enthalpy of mixing penalty
has to be added. Also, the low diffusivity would hinder the clustering of
point-defects and; therefore, lower the swelling and hardening of the ma-
terial. The high entropy effect will drive the irradiated material towards a
random solid solution as its free energy is lowest at room temperatures. Ad-
ditionally, during a cascade the melted crystal will intermix, but due to the
randomness of the solution the mixed system will be random and; thus, be
close to the equilibrium structure. This means that there would not be any
accumulation of primary damage. So far the radiation resistance aspects of
HEA have not been studied thoroughly and much of the research is being
done.
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Chapter 3

Computational methods in

3.1 Density functional theory

The density functional theory is a method for solving the many-body time-
independent Schrödinger equation (3.1) within the Born-Oppenheimer ap-
proximation [31]. Therefore, it is assumed that the electrons are always
in the ground state for a particular configuration of atoms. The theory
is based on the Hohenberg-Kohn theorems [32] which prove that the dens-
ity of interacting particles ρ(r) in an external potential Vext(r) is uniquely
determined. Thus, the density of this system determines all properties of
the system including the many-body wave function. The second theorem
provides a method of determining the density based on a universal func-
tional of the energy E[ρ(r)]. It states that for any particular Vext(r) the
exact ground-state energy of the system is the global minimum of the func-
tional E[ρ(r)] and the density that minimises the functional is the exact
ground state density ρ0(r). The main issue with the Hohenberg-Kohn the-
orems is that the exact form of the energy functional E[ρ(r)] is not known.
Nevertheless, if an approximate form for the energy functional would be
known the problem of solving a 3N -dimensional problem, where N is the
number of electrons, would turn into a 3-dimensional problem. A common
way to present the energy functional E[ρ(r)] is shown in Eq. (3.2), where all
the known terms are written explicitly and the unknown terms are contained
within the exchange-correlation functional Exc[ρ(r)].

ĤΨ(r) = EΨ(r) (3.1)

E[ρ(r)] = T [ρ(r)] +

∫
drVext(r)ρ(r) +

1

2

∫
dr

∫
dr′

ρ(r)ρ(r′)

|r− r′| + Exc[ρ(r)]

(3.2)
Next, Kohn and Sham proposed a set of equations and a procedure to find

a solution to the many-body Schrödinger equation by using the Hohenberg-
Kohn theorems and non-interacting single-particle wave functions [33]. The
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proposed procedure is based on Eqs. (3.3) to (3.5). First, an initial guess for
the total density ρ0(r) is made. Next, a potential VKS(r) is calculated based
on this density. Then, the non-interacting single particle wave functions are
obtained as the solutions to the one-particle Schrödinger Eq. (3.4). Finally,
the solutions are used to construct a new density ρ1(r). If the initial density
and the final density match a solution to the many-body Schrödinger equa-
tion is found as any density, and therefore wave function, which minimises
the energy functional is the correct ground state of the system.

VKS(r) = Vext(r) +

∫
dr′

ρ(r′)

|r− r′| + Vxc[ρ(r)] (3.3)
(
− ~2

2me
∇2 + VKS(r)

)
ϕi(r) = εiϕi(r) (3.4)

ρ(r) =
∑

i

ϕ∗i (r)ϕi(r) (3.5)

The main source of discrepancies between the experimental and DFT
results occurs from the selection of the exchange-correlation functional. The
simplest exchange-correlation functional is the local density approximation
and it depends only on the electronic density at any point in space. The
numerical values for LDA are often obtained from quantum Monte Carlo
simulations of the homogeneous electron gas and a commonly used para-
meterization is by Perdew et al. [34]. Often, the lattice parameters calcu-
lated with LDA are somewhat larger than in the experiments [35]. Also, the
magnetic states of some of the elements are falsely predicted [36]. Another
group of exchange-correlation functionals is called the generalised gradient
approximation. In this case the energy functional term depends on both
the electronic density and its gradient. As it is not possible to uniquely
define GGA, multiple flavours of GGA exist (like PBE [37], PW91 [38],
AM05 [39], etc.). These often tend to underestimate the lattice parameter,
but many magnetic properties are correctly obtained using these functionals
and, thus, they are often used. Final group of exchange-correlation function-
als are called hybrid functionals and they are obtained by combining LDA,
GGA and HF method. These are often used with molecular systems and
are usually computationally more expensive than the previously mentioned
functionals.

Many different codes for doing DFT calculations exist available both
freely and commercially. The main groups are divided based on the wave
function expansion basis. The most common variants are plane-waves, nu-
merical orbitals, atomic like orbitals, gaussians, etc. The codes based on
plane-waves are often used in solids due to the periodical nature of such sys-
tems. Additionally, to decrease the number of basis functions in plane-wave



codes pseudopotentials are used. The fast oscillating wave functions near
the core of the atoms are replaced by smooth functions. This in turn lowers
the number of interacting electrons in the system to the valence electrons
only which define most of the material properties in metals for example. Fi-
nally, the effectiveness of many codes allows to conduct molecular dynamics
simulations based on DFT where the forces acting on atoms are obtained
from the ground state electronic density by Hellmann-Feynman forces [40].
The atoms in DFT-MD are treated like classical objects and their motion is
governed by Newton’s laws of motion.

The major disadvantage of the DFT method, in addition to the approx-
imations used, is its high computational cost. The systems are usually lim-
ited to about 500 atoms and the timescale is limited to a few picoseconds.
Thus, it is not possible to investigate slow processes, like diffusion, using
DFT. The method is often used to calculate static properties of the material
that depend on either the total energy or the electronic system.

3.1.1 Time-dependent density functional theory

The DFT-MD simulations based on the BO approximation can not be ap-
plied to the processes where electronic excitations have to be taken into
account, such as radiation damage where the electrons are excited by the
passing projectile. The time-dependent density functional theory is an ex-
tension of DFT for solving the many-body time-dependent Schrödinger equa-
tion (3.6). This is achieved with the Runge-Gross [41] theorems where a
one-to-one correspondence between time-dependent density ρ(r, t) and the
one-particle potential Vext(r, t) is showed for a specific initial state Ψ0.

i~
∂

∂t
Ψ(r, t) = Ĥ(t)Ψ(r, t) (3.6)

Similarly to DFT, time-dependent Kohn-Sham Eqs. (3.7) to (3.9) are
used to find the time-dependent density ρ(r, t) from an initial ground-state
ρ0(r). An important difference with DFT is that the XC functional depends
not only on the current density, but also on the history of electronic densities.
As the exact form for this functional is not known the LDA functional in
adiabatic regime is used [42, 43]. Therefore, the XC functional depends only
on the electronic density at the current time and only on the local value of
the density. As the differential Eq. (3.8) is solved numerically, stable time
integrators, such as fourth-order Runge-Kutta with an error of O(∆t4), have
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to be used to obtain correct results from the calculations [44].

VKS(r, t) = Vext(r, t) +

∫
dr′

ρ(r′, t)

|r− r′| + Vxc[ρ(r, t)] (3.7)

i~
d

dt
ϕi(r, t) =

(
− ~2

2me
∇2 + VKS(r, t)

)
ϕi(r, t) (3.8)

ρ(r, t) =
∑

i

ϕ∗i (r, t)ϕi(r, t) (3.9)

The TDDFT method allows to calculate the electronic stopping of vari-
ous projectiles in different hosts from nonperturbative first-principles and
has been shown to agree well with experimental results [45, 46, 47]. There-
fore, the method should be applied to investigations of radiation damage in
HEA, where no experimental results are readily available.

3.2 Molecular dynamics

The molecular dynamics approach enables to study systems containing mil-
lions of atoms and up to a period of couple ns. The trajectories are obtained
by integrating the Newton’s laws of motion (3.10).

fi = miai (3.10)

As the integration is done numerically the trajectories are highly dependent
on the integration method used. LAMMPS [48] uses velocity-Verlet integ-
rator which has a local error on position of the order of O(∆t4) and velocity
O(∆t2). In all MD simulations an important user controlled parameter is
the timestep used for the integration. If fast processes like collision cascades
are simulated the timestep has to be selected accordingly. In such processes
a very short timestep is needed in the beginning of the simulation where
some atoms have high kinetic energy. During the next stages, this initial
high energy is dispersed among other atoms and a larger timestep can be
chosen. This dynamic timestep adaptation can shorten the total simulation
time significantly.

Unless molecular statics calculations are done to find elastic properties,
defect energetics, stable structures, etc. the trajectories themselves have
very little practical value. In MD simulations thermodynamic averages of a
system have to be measured. These can be pressure, temperature, diffusion,
etc. This often means that doing a single simulation to measure a property
can lead to wrong conclusions and in order to achieve trustworthy statistics
many simulations have to be done. This can be often computationally very
expensive and time consuming.
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Another user controllable parameter is the choice of the thermodynamic
ensemble for the MD simulation. The most common options are microca-
nonical, canonical and isothermal-isobaric ensemble. The NVE ensemble
conserves the number of particles, volume of the system, and the total en-
ergy. The NVE simulations are used to study dynamical events, such as
collision cascade. In the NVT ensemble the conserved quantities are num-
ber of particles, volume of the system, and the temperature of the system.
The conservation of temperature is achieved through the use of a thermostat
that is coupled with the current system through a coupling parameter. If
a small system is simulated the ordinary Nose-Hoover thermostat can lead
to incorrect statistics due to the limited number of degrees of freedom of
the thermostat and therefore multiple thermostats have to be chained [49].
Also, the selection of the coupling parameter can influence the results sig-
nificantly. The NVT ensemble is useful for the study of dynamic processes
at a certain temperature, such as defect diffusion. In the NPT ensemble
the number of particles, the pressure and the temperature of the system
are conserved. The NPT ensemble can be used to study properties of the
material at constant pressure, such as thermal expansion.

In MD only the motion of atom-like point-masses is analysed. Therefore,
the system does not have any electrons explicitly. As the forces acting on
atoms arise both from surrounding electrons and the nuclei of the neighbour-
ing atoms, empirical potentials or force fields have to be used. The forces
acting on atoms are defined by an empirical potential and can be calculated
from the following equation:

fi = −∇iU. (3.11)

Therefore, the results of MD simulations are highly dependent on the em-
pirical potential used for a specific system. In fact, wrong conclusions could
be obtained when using a potential outside its fitting region [14, 17] and,
therefore, the suitability of an empirical potential has to be analysed before
doing any production runs. As it is not possible to have perfect empirical
potentials a trade-off in the accuracy has to be made.

3.2.1 Empirical potentials

The easiest type of potentials depend only on the distance of neighbouring
atoms and are called pair-potentials (3.12). Lennard-Jones is one of such
potentials and its mathematical form is shown in Eq. (3.13). The parameters
εij and σij describe the depth of the potential well and its location respect-
ively for the interaction between atom types i and j. LJ potential is widely
used to study liquids and gases. For example, in the work by Bläckberg et
al. [50] the mobility of Xe atoms was studied on the amorphous surface of
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Al2O3 with LJ potentials. The major advantage of pair-potentials is that
they are computationally very cheap. In order to limit the interactions only
to a few neighbouring shells the potentials are truncated with a cutoff func-
tion. Therefore, the computation can be easily parallelised and speeded.
Although LJ potentials are also used to study solids, it has to be emphas-
ised that pair-potentials are not able to contain all the needed information.
For example, it is not possible to reproduce all the elastic coefficients using
such a potential.

ULJ =
1

2

N∑

i

∑

j 6=i
φLJij (rij) (3.12)

φLJij (rij) = 4εij

[(
σij
rij

)12

−
(
σij
rij

)6
]

(3.13)

Embedded atom type [51] potential formalism was developed to better
describe solids. The energy of an atomic system is defined by Eq. (3.14),
where φij(rij) is the pairwise interaction between atoms i and j, and Fi
is the additional energy term arising due to embedding an atom into elec-
tronic background density ρ̄i. The site density is calculated with Eq. (3.15).
Although the EAM potentials, developed initially, used the real electronic
density, lately all functions making up a potential are fitted with analytic
functions or cubic splines to reproduce the fitting parameters.

UEAM =
1

2

N∑

i

∑

j 6=i
φij(rij) +

N∑

i

Fi(ρ̄i) (3.14)

ρ̄i =
∑

j 6=i
ρj(rij) (3.15)

3.2.2 Langevin dynamics

The Langevin dynamics is a model where the dynamics of the atomic system
is characterised by Eq. (3.16). The first term on the right side of Eq. (3.16)
is related to the adiabatic motion of atoms, where the forces acting on atoms
depend on the many-body potential U . The next two terms are related to
the energy removal from the system through the friction term βv and the
equilibration of the system with an external energy reservoir at temperature
T through the random force η(t).

miai = −∇iU − βvi + η(t) (3.16)
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The random force has to obey Eqs. (3.17) and (3.18) in order to have the
correct statistics in the simulation. Additionally, in order to correctly de-
scribe the real systems the friction parameter β has to be selected with care.
In a metallic system this can be viewed as the electron-phonon coupling para-
meter where the motion of atoms excites the electron bath. Therefore, the
lattice vibrations are damped by electrons, which corresponds to a phonon
being removed and an electron being excited. The random force η, on the
other hand, removes energy from an excited electron and excites a phonon in
the crystal. Therefore, in the simulation an equilibrium is achieved through
these two processes between the electron bath and the lattice both at tem-
perature T .

〈η(t)〉 = 0 (3.17)〈
η(t)η(t′)

〉
= 2βkBTδ(t− t′) (3.18)

3.2.3 Non-adiabatic molecular dynamics

Early attempts to include electronic losses into classical MD were done by
Caro et al. [52]. The Langevin equations of motion (3.16) were used to
include interactions between the moving atoms and the electronic system.
The friction coefficient was considered to be density dependent and have the
following form:

β(ρ) = A log10(α 3
√
ρ+ b), (3.19)

where A and b are adjustable parameters and α = 3.09a0, where a0 is
the Bohr radius. Therefore, a single friction term was used for both the
electron-phonon and electronic stopping regimes. As the projectiles with
higher velocities explore shorter inter-atomic distances, then the average
of the coupling parameter β(ρ) will differ for lower and higher velocities.
Unfortunately, the method is not being used actively, mostly due to the
issues of acquiring the correct β(ρ) parameter, and only recently interest to
this formalism has arisen (Paper IV).

The two-temperature model is an extension of Langevin dynamics by
Duffy et al. [53] to study the electronic effects within classical MD simula-
tions. In this model the coupling parameter β is treated as a constant and
has two separate values depending on the velocity of the atoms (3.20). Be-
low a certain threshold velocity vs only the electron-phonon coupling is con-
sidered through the parameter βe−ph, indicating the regime where thermal
vibrations excite the electrons. Above the threshold velocity the coupling
parameter related to electronic stopping βs is added. Thus creating a sharp
change in the total coupling parameter. Both, of these parameters are ob-
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tained either from experimental data or from first-principle method calcula-
tions.

βi =

{
βe−ph if vi ≤ vs
βe−ph + βs if vi > vs

(3.20)

Another part of the TTM model is the spatial and time evolution of
energy within the electronic system. The energy removed from atoms is
transferred into the electronic system at the specific site where it is redis-
tributed within the electronic system through heat diffusion equation (3.21).
The coefficients Ce and κe describe the heat capacitance and thermal con-
ductivity of the electronic system and are properties of the material. The
parameter gp is the coupling constant for electron-phonon interaction and
gs describes the source term due to electronic stopping. Finally, Te is the
temperature of the electronic and Ta of the atomic systems. All these para-
meters are related to the parameters of the MD simulations by using the
energy balance equations [53]. The heat diffusion equations can be solved
numerically within an MD simulation with little computational overhead.

Ce
∂Te
∂t

= ∇(κe∇Te)− gp(Te − Ta) + gsT
′
a (3.21)

The TTM model can be used to study radiation damage, such as collision
cascades, within the empirical classical MD simulations. The two main
caveats of the method are, firstly, the use of two separate coupling constants
that create a discontinuity in the total β and, secondly, the use of constant
electronic heat capacity and conductivity which can change both due to
temperature and spatial disruptions of the lattice. The former issue will be
dealt with in Section 6.5 by our EPH model.

3.3 Monte Carlo method

Monte Carlo is a class of methods where a solution to a many-body problem
is achieved through the random sampling of the variable space. In materials
modelling MC methods are used to for example find the equilibrium phase of
an alloy, study the evolution of defects, etc. Sometimes the atomic trajector-
ies are of no importance and only thermodynamic averages are needed. The
Metropolis sampling algorithm [54] can be used to sample the phase space
with correct probabilities and; therefore, statistics are gathered throughout
the simulation. In a MC simulation the phase space is sampled by doing
certain changes to the system. These can include for example removal or
addition of an atom, swapping of the element types between two atoms,
small displacement of an atom, etc. After every such an event the change
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in the Hamiltonian ∆HA→B is computed. If the total energy is decreased
during such an event then the new state is always accepted. If the energy
increases, then the new state is accepted with the probability pA→B given
by Eq. (3.22). The term kB is Boltzmann constant and the temperature T
is the temperature of the system in the the MC simulation.

pA→B = exp

(
−∆HA→B

kBT

)
(3.22)

The energy difference between different states of the system can be ob-
tained from various methods. Also, this is the most time-consuming part of
the MC method. For example, by using an empirical potential, large sys-
tems can be used in MC calculations where a single step could take seconds
of computational time, but at the cost in the accuracy of the results. On
the other hand, if energy would be calculated from DFT a single step for a
128 atom simulation could take hours. Therefore, the number of total steps
would be significantly lower and; thus, the sampling of the phase-space could
be not sufficient. In addition, in the object MC simulation only energy tables
for various events, such as defect migration, defect clustering or splitting,
are used and only the motion of such objects are studied.



Chapter 4

Construction of empirical

4.1 General concept

The MD simulations of HEA require empirical potentials that can describe
the properties of multiple pure element equilibrium phases as well as mix-
tures made from them. The usual way of constructing such a potential
begins with the creation of pure element potentials or finding them from the
literature. It is important that the quality of these potentials is high as the
errors will carry over to the alloy potential and will influence the obtained
results.

Most of the potentials are created to reproduce a limited set of input
parameters, such as cohesive energy, elastic coefficients, point-defect forma-
tion energies, etc. These properties often involve interatomic distances near
equilibrium atomic positions. Therefore, the potentials have to be verified
for the use outside the fitting region either with experimental data or with
higher quality methods, such as QM calculations.

The pure element potentials have to be renormalised, due to the non-
unique nature of EAM formalism, using the effective transformation method
as described in Caro et al. [55]. This allows the properties of an alloy to
be corrected by defining the pairwise potential only. In the study of alloy
interaction with noble gases like Xe an LJ potential could be used for the
pairwise term as was done in the work by Bläckberg et al. [50]. But, as the
single components of HEA depend also on the electronic neighbourhood of
the host, a more complex function would have to be used. Because the EAM
formalism is an approximation, creating a potential that could cover all pos-
sible alloys correctly could become a rather challenging problem. Therefore,
a set of potentials is created instead for each study case. For example, a
four component potential would be used for NiCrCoFe alloy and a three
component one for NiCrCo where the former one could have considerable
errors when using it on the three component system.
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Figure 4.1: Closest distance between atoms in a PKA simulation of BCC Fe
at various cascade energies (Paper I).

4.2 Short-range behaviour

Commonly, the potentials are fitted against materials equilibrium properties.
Therefore, using such a potential outside the fitting region could produce
arbitrary results. In a collision cascade simulation atoms can approach each
other very close. In fact, the distance between atoms in a BCC Fe can be
as small as 0.75 Å for a 100 keV PKA energy as can be seen on Fig. 4.1
(Paper I). Therefore, in such simulations the potential has to be modified to
include the correct behaviour.

A common approach for making the potential suitable for radiation dam-
age studies has been the linking of the original potential with ZBL at a
predefined cutoff (around 2.0 Å) [56]. The selection of the cutoff has been
arbitrary and the linking function often selected is a polynomial that con-
nects the original potential with ZBL smoothly in the intermediate region.
The method has been successfully compared to QM calculations [57, 58],
but the comparison has mostly been made with the dimer energy in vacuum
only. This method could work relatively well with elements that depend on
pairwise interactions only, such as He [59, 60], but could fail if the host crys-
tal also affects the interaction. In our study we have found that the creation
of the Frenkel pairs in a collision cascade depends both on the method of
the linking as well as the selected cutoff distance (Fig. 4.2) (Paper I).
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Figure 4.2: The average number of Frenkel pairs produced in a 10 keV
cascade with different ZBL linking methods at various cutoff distances (Pa-
per I).

The dimer energy of a Ni pair within a crystal as well as in vacuum
was studied thoroughly with DFT as well as HF methods and compared
to the ZBL potential (Fig. 4.3). It was found that at short distances the
results follow ZBL potential relatively well. Thus, linking a potential with
ZBL at these short distances would produce correct results. Nevertheless,
at intermediate distances a discrepancy between dimer in vacuum and in a
host crystal arises. This indicates that the potential can not be joined with
ZBL arbitrarily, but instead the joining should follow the DFT energies.

Based on these results a recipe for connecting the initial potential with
the ZBL was developed in order to obtain the desired results. The method
was developed for the EAM potential, but can be used with appropriate
modifications with other types as well. First, the density part of the ori-
ginal potential is modified to reduce the effects of the embedding term due
to increasing density. This allows the potential to be fitted in two different
regions by changing the pair-potential part and embedding function sep-
arately. Next, two cutoffs have to be chosen, where one is used for the
connection to ZBL and the other for connection to the original potential.
The cutoff distance for switching to ZBL is related to the quality of DFT
calculations. As DFT calculations often use pseudopotentials, there exists a
distance where the frozen core electrons start to overlap. This usually causes
errors in the obtained results, where the resulting interaction is harder than
it should be. Therefore, ZBL function should be used in that case instead.
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Figure 4.3: The dimer energy of the Ni-Ni pair as the function of the in-
teratomic distance within the host Ni FCC crystal and in vacuum as calcu-
lated from DFT and HF methods and compared with ZBL potential (Pa-
per I).

The longer cutoff is related to the equilibrium properties of the original po-
tential. If a too large cutoff is selected the energetics of interstitials will
be affected and; therefore, the resulting potential will become unusable for
equilibrium properties. This intermediate region is fitted to reproduce the
DFT dimer energies in the host crystal in the corresponding region using
either an analytic function or, as in our case, cubic splines. The fitted curve
is joined smoothly with ZBL function in the small distance region and with
the original function at the other end. Finally, the equation of state is mod-
ified for the short-range part by refitting the embedding function for high
densities. This procedure can be readily applied to multi-component alloys
which are needed, for example, to study HEA.

By using the described procedure five potentials were constructed for
FCC Ni. In all cases the smaller cutoff of 0.2 Å was used and the larger
cutoff was varied to look at the effects of the cutoff on the Frenkel Pair gen-
eration. As a comparison, LAMMPS overlay method was used to generate
additional five potentials with the same cutoffs. The latter method repres-
ents the traditional way of generating empirical potentials for the radiation
damage studies. The outer cutoffs used were 1.5, 1.8, 2.0, 2.2, and 2.5 Å,
where cutoffs smaller than 2.2 Å ensure that the interstitial properties of
the original potential are left unchanged. In all cases the target function for
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Figure 4.4: The dimer energy of the Ni-Ni pair as the function of the in-
teratomic distance within the host Ni FCC crystal as calculated with the
propesed fitting method in comparison with DFT results (Paper I).

the fitting was Ni dimer energies in Ni host crystal and the EOS of FCC Ni
as calculated from DFT with VASP. The dimer energies calculated by using
the newly fitted potentials along with the DFT target function are shown on
Fig. 4.4. It can be seen that the fitting is only able to reproduce the DFT
values within the fitting region. Thus, if the original potential deviates from
DFT energies too much the largest cutoff possible should be used.

Finally, the cascade simulations with a 10 keV PKA were done to study
the stable number of Frenkel pairs. The results showed that when using the
traditional method the number of generated defects depends on the outer
cutoff radius used (Fig. 4.2). This clearly indicates that the results are
not trustworthy and the correct cutoff has to be selected by comparison
with either experiments or other methods. On the contrary, when using
our proposed method the results are less sensitive to the outer cutoff radius
as can be seen from Fig. 4.2. This result shows clearly that our proposed
method should be used when modifying the potentials for use in radiation
damage studies and ensures stable defect production which can be directly
compared with experimental results.
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4.3 Future concepts

In the case when high quality potentials are not available from the liter-
ature, they have to be created from scratch. The traditional method of
generating potentials involves the fitting of analytic functions to reproduce
energetic properties such as cohesive energy, EOS, elastic parameters and
point-defect formation energies. The major issue with this method is that
only a limited set of phase-space is sampled and; thus, the properties of in-
termediate regions are determined by the form of the analytic function and
can be somewhat arbitrary.

A much better approach is to use the force-matching method. In this case
a large database of forces for different configurations are created by running
DFT MD simulation at various temperatures and volumes. This database
is used as the target function in the fitting where spline based functions are
fitted to reproduce all the forces as closely as possible. Although, the method
is powerful the major limitation for using it for many component alloys is
the formalism of the potential used underneath. The EAM potentials do
not have enough freedom to reproduce all desired properties simultaneously
and; thus, the quality of the resulting potential might not be good enough.
Therefore more complex potentials like MEAM have to be used.

The force-matching method was tested to create a Cu MEAM potential.
The forces in the input database were reproduced by the fitted potential with
great precision. Additionally, many energetic properties that were not used
in the fitting were reproduced correctly. Despite that, the same procedure
was not able to fit the forces for Nb system. This clearly indicates that the
success of the method depends strongly on the potential formalism used.

In order to use MD for complex systems novel approaches such as GAP
[61] and SNAP [62] have to be developed and used. As the computation
power grows, doing DFT based MD simulations are probably still too slow
to simulate even simple processes, but creating a large database of different
configurations with correct forces and the interpolating between different
phase-points might become feasible. Therefore, high quality results of large
systems can be obtained by using such methods to investigate complex sys-
tems outside the reach of experiments.
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Chapter 5

Atomic-scale structure and

5.1 General concept

The atomic-scale structure of a material can significantly influence both
mechanical and electronic properties of the material. Therefore, an under-
standing about the structure of the HEA has to be obtained before doing
any simulations. Currently, experimental methods are not able to obtain
such information. Thus, other computational methods, such as DFT, have
to be used.

The KKR-CPA method [63, 64, 65, 66] allows to calculated the electronic
and mechanical properties of an alloy consisting of many elements effectively
and fast. The main assumption for the method relies on the random solid
solution composition of the material. Therefore, all the calculated properties
are correct for the random alloy. If the equilibrium structure differs from the
random solid solution, the results obtained for the random alloy will not be
comparable with the experimental measurements. For example, the work by
Lin et al. [67] showed that the electron-phonon coupling constant depends
strongly on the density of states near the Fermi energy. Therefore, changes
in the DOS can significantly affect processes mediated by e-ph interactions.

Also, the initial structure of a HEA in a collision cascaded simulation
with MD could affect significantly the creation of stable Frenkel pairs as
the lattice potential will be affected by the configuration. In addition, the
lattice and electronic heat transport will be affected by the new structure.
Therefore, the results obtained, when starting a simulation from a random
alloy, could differ from experimental measurements and incorrect conclusions
could be drawn.

It is commonly assumed that HEA forms a random solid solution due to
large contribution of the configurational entropy in the free energy. Devi-
ations from a random solid solution can substantially change the energetic
properties of point defects as well as change thermodynamic quantities in
general.
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5.2 Short-range order parameter

The chemical-ordering in a material can be studied with the Warren-Cowley
short-range order parameter [68]

ανij = 1−
pνij
cj
, (5.1)

where i and j denote the element types, pij is the probability of finding atom
j near atom i in the atomic shell ν and cj is the concentration of type j.
If the atoms are randomly distributed within the material, then the SRO
parameter ανij for all types i and for all neighbours j for all neighbouring
shells ν is zero. If SRO parameter for element pairs i and j is larger than
zero, then the number of pairs is lower than for the random solid solutions,
and if the SRO parameter is smaller than zero, then the number of pairs is
higher.

If the system is not in the random solid solution configuration, then
the configurational entropy equation S = kB

∑
ci ln ci can not be used.

Instead, it can be estimated by using the cluster variation method in the
pair approximation [69]

S = kB


(z − 1)

∑

i

(ci ln ci − ci)−
z

2

∑

ij

(yij ln yij − yij) +
(z

2
− 1
)

 ,

(5.2)
where z is the number of nearest-neighbours, ci is the concentration of type
i, and yij is the probability of finding a pair of atoms i and j.

5.3 Chemical-ordering in Ni-based HEA

To assess the random solid solution assumption and gain further insight into
the exact structure of Ni-based NiCrCo ternary and NiCrCoFe quaternary
alloys the configurational space was explored using DFT combined with MC
sampling.

Due to the high computation cost of DFT the studied samples contained
128 atoms. The starting configuration was selected to be SQS structure
which corresponds to the random solid solution within the small simulation
box used. The SQS samples were constructed by interchanging the elements
so that the SRO of each individual atom would be zero up to the third
shell. Next, a series of MC simulations was conducted at three temperatures
(500, 800 and 1200K) for both alloys. During the simulation the SRO of
each individual atom as well as the potential energy was monitored. The
simulations were run for 1500 steps in the case of NiCrCo and 2000 steps in
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Figure 5.1: Evolution of SRO during a MC simulation combined with DFT
at 500K for NiCrCo ternary alloy (Paper II).

the case of NiCrCoFe. During the simulation both the potential energy as
well as SRO obtained a stable value (Paper II).

The main result of the MC simulation shows that the SRO does not
remain zero as it would be expected for a HEA. In fact a rather large para-
meter for Cr-Cr pairs emerges (Fig. 5.1). This indicates that it is energetic-
ally preferable to have Cr atoms farther away from each other rather than
next to each other. Additionally, the Ni-Cr pairs have a negative SRO in-
dicating a larger number of such pairs than in a random alloy. A similar
behaviour was also present, but somewhat smaller, in simulations at higher
temperatures.

There are probably two main causes for such type of behaviour. First, as
the Cr atoms are antiferromagnetic and both Ni and Co ferromagnetic then
the spreading of Cr atoms would minimise the magnetic frustration of Cr
and; therefore, the overall energy would be minimised. This is evident from
the individual magnetic moments of atoms in SQS and structure with the
SRO (Fig. 5.2). In the SQS sample the magnetic moments of Cr have both
positive and negative moments. Whereas, in the structure with the SRO
most of the Cr atoms have a negative moments of about 2 µB. Additionally,
the spread in magnetic moments is reduced considerably with the SRO.
Secondly, it is known that Ni and Cr atoms form an alloy with SRO [70, 71,
72]. Therefore, the increase in the SRO of Ni-Cr pairs might indicate the
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Figure 5.2: Magnetic moments of individual atoms in a SQS and a structure
with SRO of NiCrCo ternary alloy (Paper II).

segregation of that phase. Due to the small sample used it is not possible
to confirm this and simulation with larger sample size have to be done.

After relaxing the initial and final structures the atomic displacements
from their initial positions remained rather small (about 0.04 Å) which indic-
ates that in NiCrCo alloy the severe lattice displacement effect is missing.
This is mostly due to the relatively similar atomic sizes of the elements
used and therefore this effect cannot be assumed before hand and should be
checked for each HEA individually. Moreover, the configurational entropy
is lowered due to the SRO by 10% per atom.

The NiCrCoFe quaternary alloy undergoes a similar evolution in MC
simulations as was the case for NiCrCo ternary alloy. Again, the Cr-Cr
pairs have a large and positive SRO parameter value indicating the reduced
number of such pairs. Next, the number of Ni-Cr pairs is larger than in
the case of a SQS. Additionally, the number of Fe-Fe pairs has a positive
SRO showing that Fe atoms are also spread within the sample (Fig. 5.3).
By visual inspection of the final structure an ordered structure with simple
cubic Cr sublattice could be seen implying an intermetallic phase. To verify
this a simulation with a larger cell would have to be made.

The main reason for such a behaviour is due to the complex magnetic
structure of NiCrCoFe quaternary alloy. The addition of ferromagnetic Fe
atoms creates an even larger magnetic frustration of antiferromagnetic Cr
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Figure 5.3: Evolution of SRO during a MC simulation combined with DFT
at 500K for NiCrCoFe quaternary alloy (Paper II).

atoms. As in the case of NiCrCo ternary alloy the individual magnetic
moments of atoms are mostly negative for Cr atoms and positive for all
others (Fig. 5.4). When the sample is in SQS configuration there exists a
rather large spread in individual moments. Whereas, the SRO removes that
spread.

The atoms in the relaxed structures of both SQS and with a SRO did
not move far from their initial positions and; thus, the crystal structure
retains its pristine FCC structure. The atomic displacements were around
0.05 Å. This means that X-Ray diffraction studies of such a material would
have sharp peaks and it would be impossible to see any difference between
these two structures. In addition, the configurational entropy is reduced by
about 25% (Paper II) and could significantly change the locations of phase
boundaries.

5.4 Future concepts

Our results clearly show that the NiCrCo ternary and NiCrCoFe quaternary
alloys do not form a perfect random solid solution, but instead contains
SRO. This could significantly affect the point-defect formation energies and
also their diffusion properties.
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Figure 5.4: Magnetic moments of individual atoms in a SQS and a structure
with SRO of NiCrCoFe quaternary alloy (Paper II).

A preliminary study was done to investigate the formation energy of
vacancies at each individual site in NiCrCoFe quaternary alloy for SQS and
the structure with SRO. It was found that in the SQS the vacancy formation
energies have a relatively large spread and are about the same value of 2
eV. In contrast the spread is lower in the case of the structure with SRO.
Moreover, the individual elements have slightly differing vacancy formation
energies. Therefore, the vacancies would be created at specific sites through
removing certain elements instead of being spread over all locations and
elements.

Finally, many other atomic-scale properties should be analysed for both
the SQS and SRO structures for these Ni-based alloys to investigate the ef-
fect of SRO and confirm or disconfirm the validity of common HEA assump-
tions. All of this could impact the results of large scale radiation damage
simulations of HEAs.
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Chapter 6

Electronic stopping in Ni and
NiFe alloy
6.1 General concept

The collision cascade simulations of HEA needed to assess the damage pro-
duction at doses predicted in next-generation power plants will use projectile
energies of 100 keV and higher. At these high energies it is insufficient
to handle atoms only ballistically as the interactions with electrons start
contributing into the damage production mechanism. Therefore, electronic
stopping has to be included into the classical simulation. The inclusion of
electronic effects needs to take into account the many-component nature of
HEA, where different elements could have different stopping, which in term
could depend on the local environment. Indeed, it has been shown that
the e-ph coupling depends strongly on the density of states [67] of the host
material.

As the experimental measurement of stopping power in HEA is challen-
ging it has to be acquired from computational methods. The stopping power
of a projectile in an average medium could be assessed by using SRIM soft-
ware package [73]. It is a widely used software for calculating, for example,
the implantation depth of a projectile and is fitted to reproduce many ex-
perimental measurements. The main limitations with SRIM are related to
the many approximations used in the software. Therefore, SRIM results
have to be used with care [74]. Also, the perturbative QM method could be
used to investigate the electron-phonon coupling in a single element material
[75]. Recently, the KKR-CPA method [63, 64, 65, 66] was used to calculate
the e-ph coupling parameter in pure Ni and random equimolar Ni binary
alloys [76]. Unfortunately, the applicability of these results depends on the
random alloy assumption of HEA. Therefore, new approaches like TDDFT
are needed to calculate the exact environment dependent energy loss of the
projectile in a HEA due to electronic effects.

Currently, the two-temperature model is capable of only handling the
electronic stopping in a material as an average constant friction force acting
on all atoms. The radiation damage simulations of HEA require different
electronic stopping related terms for different elements as well as for different
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Figure 6.1: Schematic diagram of nuclear and electronic stopping as a func-
tion of projectile velocity [77].

local environments. Therefore, a new model has to be developed to include
all these effects.

6.2 Stopping power

The stopping power shows how much energy is transferred from the moving
projectile to the medium it passes.

S = −dE
dx

(6.1)

Stopping can be divided into two parts Se and Sn (Fig. 6.1), where the first
describes the electronic losses (energy scattered due to the electrons in the
medium), and the second describes the nuclear losses which are related to
the energy transfer to the kinetic energy of the surrounding atoms.

At low particle velocities the nuclear stopping dominates and the beha-
viour is mostly ballistic. At higher velocities the electronic terms dominate
and energy is mostly transferred into electronic system, where it spreads
and will eventually be transferred into the lattice. As the heat conduction
through the lattice is much slower, then nuclear stopping is confined in a
much smaller region than in the case of the electronic stopping. Therefore,
the nuclear stopping will create lattice defects along the trajectory of the
projectile. On the other hand electronic stopping will create lattice heating
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and melting over a much larger region and depending on the homogeneity
of the material create defects in various regions in the material.

β =
S

v
(6.2)

The coupling parameter is defined as the stopping power divided by
the velocity of the projectile. This term can be viewed as a constant for
the electronic system and; thus, is a property of the material. Namely, the
electron-phonon coupling parameter can be used to describe both the phonon
lifetime decays as well as the energy transfer from a moving projectile into
the electronic decay.

6.3 Electron-phonon coupling

The lattice vibrations of a material scatter the electrons due to the distor-
tions in the lattice. This gives rise to the electron-phonon coupling, where an
electron can be excited by a phonon mode or an excited electron can create
a phonon mode. The probability of these events can be calculated from the
Golden rule of the first-order perturbation theory. The probability of the
transition from state |i〉 to final state |f〉 due to the interaction Hamiltonian
H ′ is given by the matrix element 〈f |H ′ |i〉.

For small atomic displacements the interaction Hamiltonian can be writ-
ten phenomenologically as

Hep =
∑

l,b

xl,b ·
[
∇xl,b

U(re)
]
. (6.3)

The summation goes over all lattice cells l and atoms within the cell b.
The potential is expanded around the ionic equilibrium positions xl,b = 0
and re represents the electronic coordinates. Next, assuming that initial
and final states are those of an unperturbed system, i. e. phonon normal
modes |nq,p〉 and one-electron eigenfunctions |ψk〉, the following formula for
transition matrix elements can be derived [78]:

∣∣Tk,k′
∣∣ =

√
~Nnq,p
2ωq,b

δGn

k′−k−q

∣∣∣Hk,k′

q,p

∣∣∣ , (6.4)

where

∣∣∣Hk,k′

q,p

∣∣∣ =

∣∣∣∣∣

∫

ΩBZ

ψ∗k
∑

b

1√
mb
e∗q,b,p ·

[
∇xl,b

U
]
ψk′d3r

∣∣∣∣∣ . (6.5)
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Figure 6.2: Schematic diagrams of electron-phonon scattering within first-
order perturbation theory.

Therefore, the selection rules for all allowed electron-phonon processes are
related to the conservation of the momentum:

k′ − k − q = Gn, (6.6)

where the Gn is the multiple of the reciprocal cell vector. If in the transition
Gn 6= 0 then the transition is called umklapp process and normal process
otherwise. Due to the energy conservation the number of processes is limited
by

Ek′ = Ek + ~ωq,p. (6.7)

As the typical phonon energies are relatively low, most of the transitions oc-
cur near the Fermi energy. Also, only the first-order processes are described
by Eq. (6.5) and; therefore, higher-order perturbation theory should be used
to investigate more complicated processes. The schematic diagrams of the
electron-phonon processes that are allowed within current approximations
are shown on Fig. 6.2. These processes can be measured directly with slow
neutron diffraction.

The dependence of the electron-phonon coupling strength on the po-
larisation of a phonon mode can be qualitatively investigated by using the
rigid-ion approximation where the magnitude of the electron-phonon coup-
ling is proportional to the dot product of the phonon mode polarisation
and the difference between of electron initial and final state wave vectors as
shown in Eq. (6.8). Therefore, in a normal process there is no electron scat-
tering with the transverse phonon mode. Although the rigid-ion model is a
very rough approximation, experimental measurements have shown that for
example in Nb crystal the phonon lifetimes of longitudinal modes are shorter
than for transverse modes [79] and therefore the electron-phonon coupling
of transverse modes is smaller.

∣∣∣Hk,k′

q,p

∣∣∣ ∝ eq,p · (k − k′) (6.8)
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Figure 6.3: The electronic stopping corresponding corresponding to Ni pro-
jectile in jellium at metallic electron density for different velocities. The
velocities cover the kinetic energies of the electronic stopping regime to the
typical thermal phonon regime (Paper III).

6.4 TDDFT study of electronic stopping

The TDDFT simulations allow to capture the energy transfer from a moving
projectile into the electronic system. This enables the calculation of electron-
ion coupling parameter for various HEA systems with different projectiles.
In addition, the exact behaviour of the coupling parameter as a function of
local density could be found and used in large scale simulations. In our study
we investigated the dependence of this parameter with various velocities and
for different local environments for Ni projectile (Paper III).

A major finding was that the stopping power was found to be propor-
tional to the velocity of the projectile (Fig. 6.3). This indicates that the
underlying mechanism behind the electronic stopping is the same as the
one causing the phonon decay due to electron-phonon scattering. Therefore,
the electron-phonon coupling parameter can be obtained from high-velocity
TDDFT simulations and be used for simulations of cascade simulations over
a wide range of PKA energies.

Next, the coupling parameter of Ni projectile in Ni crystal as a function of
local density β(ρ) was obtained by moving a projectile across a vacancy. Two
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Figure 6.4: The electron-ion coupling parameter as a function of local elec-
tronic density calculated using TDDFT for Ni and Fe projectiles moving
across a vacancy site in FCC Ni. The dashed lines are fitted quadratic
functions used in the MD simulations (Paper IV).

types of simulations were done: first, a simulation with no dissipative terms
was conducted to map the variations in the potential energy landscape, next,
a TDDFT simulation was done to find the the energy of the whole system
with energy transfer to the electronic system. By combining the results
of these two functions the stopping power was calculated and the coupling
parameter as a function of projectile coordinate was obtained. Finally, the
β(ρ) term was found by mapping the coordinate of the projectile to the local
electronic density at a specific site of the projectile. The same procedure
was repeated for a Fe projectile in Ni crystal. The resulting β(ρ) function is
plotted on Fig. 6.4.

We found that the coupling parameter between Ni atoms is lower than
that for Fe atom at the same electronic densities. This indicates that the
energy transfer is significantly larger for a Fe projectile and it would slow
down faster than Ni projectile. Therefore, the Fe projectile would excite
electrons along a smaller path and cause a relatively local heating of the
electronic system and eventually heat the lattice within that region. In the
case of a Ni projectile the electrons would be excited over a much longer
path and; therefore, cause a much lower heating of the lattice but in a larger
volume than Fe would cause. This clearly shows that in order to study the
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radiation damage in a HEA β(ρ) functions for all individual components
would have to be obtained and taken into account.

6.5 EPH model for classical simulations

Using TDDFT method for large scale collision cascade simulations is unfeas-
ible due to the high computation cost of the method. Therefore, approaches
based on classical simulations have to be used. So far the main method for
including electronic losses into classical MD simulation has been the two-
temperature model proposed by Duffy et al. [53]. The main disadvantage
of the method is that it uses two separate coupling parameters in the form-
alism, one for electron-phonon interaction and one for the stopping power
regime. Moreover, the latter term is turned off and on with a step function
that depends on the velocity of the projectile. Additionally, the coupling
parameters are constants that do not depend on the local environment of
an atom and they are same for all elements involved in the simulation. This
method is not suitable to study the collision cascades in a HEA. Due to
the many elements and different local environments, the coupling parameter
has to be different for different elements as well as for different electronic
densities.

miai = −∇iU − βi(ρ̄i)v∗i + η (6.9)

ρ̄i =
∑

j 6=i
ρj(rij) (6.10)

v∗i =
1

ρ̄i

∑

j 6=i
ρj(rij)(vi − vj) (6.11)

For this purpose a new method was developed based on the work by
Caro et al. [52]. The proposed method was implemented into LAMMPS
[48] code which was also used for all simulations. In the proposed method
the Langevin dynamics governs the motion of individual atoms as shown in
Eq. (6.9). The first term in the equation is the force contribution due to
the emprirical potential used. The second term describes the dissipation of
energy from ions to the electronic system and the final term is the random
force that equilibrates the electronic and ionic systems. The e-ph coupling
parameter calculated from TDDFT are used for the β(ρ). A second-order
polynomial was fitted through the calculated values and used as the e-ph
coupling parameter at various densities.

The density of a specific site was calculated with Eq. (6.10). Here we
assume that each atom contributes to the total density with a spherically
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Figure 6.5: Electronic density in FCC Ni crystal with a monovacancy along
<100> and <110> directions. The dashed lines are obtained from DFT
calculation and the solid line by using ASA approximation (Paper IV).

symmetric function ρ(r) and the total density ρ̄ is the superposition of all
individual components. This atomic sphere approximation is similar to the
method used in the embedding term of EAM potential type. The comparison
of ASA method with actual densities obtained from DFT are shown on
Fig. 6.5. Although, a rather crude approximation is used the results are in
relatively good agreement with DFT results. The ASA method will have
more issues in the complex systems where the electronic density is spread in
space.

The velocity correction term in Eq. (6.11) was added to give atoms
farther away smaller weight in the friction terms and atoms closer larger
contribution based on the amount of density contributed to the specific site.
Moreover, the correction also removes a major flaw in the current TTM im-
plementation where a crystal with a linear momentum will lose energy and
eventually slow down.

The decay of Ni phonon normal modes was selected to test the applic-
ability of the proposed EPH model. In the simulations an initial phonon
mode with wave vector q was created by modulating the displacements of
individual atoms with the selected wave vector. The amplitude of the dis-
placements was selected to be 0.0018 Å which is small enough not to have any
ph-ph scattering due to anharmonicity of the atomic interactions. Twenty
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Figure 6.6: Inverse phonon lifetimes in FCC Ni crystal along <100>, <110>
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and compared to perturbative QM calculation (Paper IV).

q vectors in <100> and <110> directions and ten in <111> direction were
created in the Ni crystal. The size of the system was 20x20x20 conventional
FCC cells which limits the number of modes that can be created in the box.

Next, MD simulations were done with and without the dissipative term
(the random force term was turned off in all cases). The simulations without
the dissipative term would result to simulations in the micro-canonical en-
semble and; therefore, the normal modes should not decay at all. Now if the
EPH simulations are done the normal mode will decay due to the energy
transfer from oscillating atoms to the electronic system. The same type of
simulations were also done with TTM model for comparison. Additionally,
perturbative QM calculations (Paper IV) were done to see if our approach
agrees with the higher level methods. It must be noted that the β(ρ) term,
although obtained from TDDFT and; thus, being QM in nature, looks only
at the local neighbourhood around an atom and; therefore, does not contain
any information related to the phonon q vector which on the other hand is
at the basis of the perturbative QM method. Therefore, all the results are
obtained due to the local effects only.

The calculated inverse lifetimes of normal modes in Ni FCC crystal are
plotted on Fig. 6.6. It can be clearly seen that phonon modes closer to
the edge of the BZ have smaller lifetimes than for the ones closer to the
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Γ-point. Our results agree relatively well with the ones obtained from QM
calculations. The TTM model, on the contrary, predicts a constant phonon
lifetime for all the modes. This is mainly caused by the use of the absolute
velocity term of individual atoms. The EPH model is not able to predict
the splitting in the lifetimes of longitudinal and transverse modes. This
could be related to the local angular momentum at each specific site, which
currently is not eliminated. Indeed, when eliminating the local angular
momenta similarly as done in the work by Mason et al [80], the splitting
occurs naturally. Unfortunately, the method cannot be used due to other
issues that emerge. Therefore, further research has to be conducted.

The proposed method was also applied to study the same phonon modes,
as used in pure Ni FCC, in a NiFe FCC random solid solution at various
number concentrations of Fe. The e-ph coupling term obtained from TDDFT
was used for Fe atoms (Fig. 6.4). The phonon modes should decay faster
in this random alloy due to two effects. First, as the Fe atom has a higher
coupling parameter than Ni, more energy will be transferred into the elec-
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tronic system and; therefore, the atoms will slow down faster. Second, due
to the introduced disorder the normal modes of pure Ni crystal will not be
normal modes for the alloy and; therefore, the initial modes will scatter and
the mode will decay into the normal modes of the random alloy.

The inverse phonon lifetimes for NiFe alloy using the EPH method are
shown on Fig. 6.7. The e-ph interaction is increased when the concentration
of Fe atoms is increased showing that the higher coupling parameter indeed
influences the lifetime of the phonon mode. Additionally, when comparing
e-ph result to the combined e-ph and disorder effects it can be seen that
the disorder has quite a large effect on the decay of the initial mode. Nev-
ertheless, in the radiation damage studies the e-ph interaction part will be
higher due to higher velocities and; therefore, should not be neglected. Also,
the transferred energy will eventually excite the lattice. Finally, the EPH
method should be used in collision cascade simulations of a HEA as it is
able to readily handle many-component alloys as well as cover a large region
of kinetic energies of the projectile.

6.6 Future concepts

The EPH model has to be modified in order to correctly predict the splitting
of longitudinal and transverse modes. Additionally, high energy and dens-
ity regions have to be explored with EPH model and compared to either
TDDFT simulations or to the experiments directly. This in turn would val-
idate the EPH model for use in the collision cascade simulations. Another
part of the model that needs to be modified is the heat diffusion equations
for the electronic system. Currently a homogeneous electronic density, heat
capacitance, and heat conduction is assumed over the whole material. Al-
though this does not affect the results of our simulations it could affect the
results of real cascade simulations. In a HEA the density as well as other
properties might fluctuate within the crystal and; therefore, the heat dissip-
ation might not be uniform. This in term would affect the heating of the
crystal lattice.

As a HEA has five or more elements, a set of five ρ(r) and β(ρ) functions
is needed in order to use the EPH model. Therefore, a way of calculating
the methods in a straightforward way has to be developed. Moreover, a
comparison needs to be done on the dependence of the coupling parameter
on the host material. Currently, we calculated the β(ρ) for both Ni and Fe
projectiles in the host FCC Ni crystal. The coupling parameters might, be
significantly different for same type of calculations in BCC Fe and should
be analysed further. Finally, the magnetic effects might have an impact on
the coupling-parameter.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions
To sum up, multiple aspects of doing radiation simulations of HEA were
studied. First, the recipe for modifying the empirical potentials was pro-
posed. The DFT calculations were done to find the dimer energy of Ni both
in vacuum and in the host Ni crystal. It was observed that at interatomic
distances smaller than 0.7 Å dimer energies for both vacuum and host crys-
tal match relatively well with ZBL potential and; thus, ZBL should be used
at these distances. At intermediate distances (0.7 - 2.2 Å) the discrepan-
cies between the dimer energies in vacuum and in the host crystal arise.
Therefore, if collision cascades are to be studied in a host crystal the em-
pirical potential used has to be modified so that the DFT results would be
reproduced. The proposed recipe for modification is applied to an EAM
type potential for Ni system. Next, the comparative radiation damage sim-
ulations in Ni FCC crystal showed that the number of stable Frenkel pairs
depends on the modification region and; thus, obtained results are untrust-
worthy. On the other hand when using our proposed method the number
of defects does not depend on the modification region. Also, the proposed
method can be readily applied to multi-component systems like HEA.

Secondly, the chemical ordering in Ni-based FCC NiCrCo ternary and
NiCrCoFe quaternary HEAs was studied with MC simulations coupled with
DFT. It was observed that despite the common random solid solution as-
sumption of HEA the studied systems showed a significant ordering at vari-
ous temperatures. The most salient results were, that the number of Cr-
Cr pairs in both alloys was lower than for the case of a random alloy. In
NiCrCoFe quaternary alloy also the number of Fe-Fe pairs was lower than
in a random alloy. This is mostly due to the complex magnetic structure
of Ni-based alloys where the magnetic frustration of antiferromagnetic Cr
results in the spreading of Cr atoms within the system. Therefore, when
doing radiation damage studies with HEA alloys the exact atomic structure
has to be established, as the chemical ordering could significantly impact
the defect production.

Finally, TDDFT calculations were done to study the energy transfer
from a moving projectile into the electronic system. It was found that the
electronic stopping depends linearly on the velocity. Furthermore, a direct
relation between the stopping power and the local electronic density was
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obtained. This, suggests that both the electron-phonon coupling parameter
as well as the interaction due to the electronic stopping can be related to
a single density dependent coupling parameter. A new model for including
the electronic losses in classical simulations was developed based on the
Langevin dynamics. This model was applied to study the phonon lifetimes
in Ni FCC crystal and was compared to perturbative QM calculations. The
results from both methods agreed relatively well, as opposed to the TTM
method currently used. The main discrepancy with QM method was related
to the lifetimes of phonon modes with different polarisations, which will be
addressed in future work. The proposed method is readily extended to multi-
component systems and, therefore, could be used to study the electronic
losses with classical MD in HEA.
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Chapter 9

Summary in Estonian
Kõrge entroopiaga sulamid: struktuuriomadused ja
kiirituskoste

Järgmise põlvkonna tuumaelektrijaamades kasutatavad materjalid peavad
töötama ekstreemsetes keskkonnatingimustes. Seetõttu otsitakse ja arenda-
takse uusi materjale, mis oleksid kiirituskindlad, termiliselt stabiilsed ning
korrosioonikindlad. Kõrge entroopiaga sulamid on uudne materjalide klass,
mis koosneb viiest või enamast põhielemendist ning moodustab ühefaasilise
tahke lahuse. Eksperimentidest on leitud, et kõrge entroopiaga sulamitel on
paremad mehaanilised omadused kui lähteelementidel, on korrosioonikind-
lamad ning nende omadused on stabiilsed laias temperatuurivahemikus.

Kõrge entroopiaga sulamite omadusi mõjutavad neli põhilist effekti: kõr-
ge entroopia efekt, aeglase difusiooni efekt, tugev kristallvõre moondumise
efekt ning kokteiliefekt. Kuna kõrge entroopiaga sulam koosneb paljudest
elementidest, siis maksimaalne konfiguratsioonientroopia saavutatakse aato-
mite juhusliku jaotuse korral. Selle entroopia panus vabaenergiasse võib olla
kõrgematel temperatuuridel piisavalt suur ning seetõttu stabiliseerib selline
juhuslik jaotus kristalli võrestruktuuri. Kuna erinevad elemendid on mater-
jalis jaotunud juhuslikult, varieerub kirstallvõre potentsiaal materjalis olu-
liselt. Madala energiaga pontentsiaalipiirkonnad töötavad lõksudena ning
seetõttu on kõrge entroopiaga sulamis difusioon aeglasem kui puhastes ele-
mentides. Erinevus aatomi tüüpide suurustes moonutab perfektset kristall-
võret, mistõttu on elektronide ning foononite hajumine võimendatud. Selle
tulemusel muutuvad mitmed kõrge entroopiaga sulami omadused tempera-
tuurist mittesõltuvaks. Kokteiliefektist lähtudes on võimalik kõrge entroo-
piaga sulami omadusi mõjutada lisades sobivate omadustega individuaal-
seid elemente. Näiteks alumiiniumihulga varieerimisega on võimalik muuta
CuCoNiCrAlFe kõrge entroopiaga sulami tahkkeskendatud kirstallstruktuu-
ri ruumkeskendatuks.

Kõrge entroopiaga sulamite omadused muudavad nad sobivateks kasu-
tamaks neid kiiritusrohketes keskkondades, kuid hetkeseisuga on vastavaid
sulameid vähe uuritud kiirituskindluse seisukohalt. Kiiritustoime uurimiseks
on vajalikud arvutisimulatsioonid, sest eksperimentaalsete meetoditega ei
ole võimalik mõõta kiireid protsesse nagu põrkekaskaadid. Arvutisimulat-
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sioonid sõltuvad oluliselt kasutatavatest mudelitest ning lähtetingimustest.
Käesoleva töö raames uuritakse kolme aspekti, mis mõjutavad kiiritussimu-
latsioonide tulemusi.

Esiteks uuritakse kvantmehaaniliste meetoditega aatomitevahelist lähi-
mõju interaktsiooni ning pakutakse välja metoodika, kuidas muuta esialg-
set empiirilist potentsiaali kiiritussimulatsioonide jaoks sobilikuks. Kvant-
mehaanilistel meetoditel põhinevatest arvutustest selgub, et väikestel kau-
gustel langeb dimeeri energia kristallis kokku Ziegler, Biersack, ja Littmark
potentsiaaliga, kuid vahemikus 0.7 - 2.2 Å erinevus kasvab. Seetõttu peab
simulatsioonis kasutatav empiiriline potentsiaal reprodutseerima kvantme-
haaniliste arvutuste tulemusi. Muudatuste tegemiseks loodi metoodika, mil-
le tulemusel viiakse empriiriline potentsiaal kvantmehaaniliste tulemuste-
ga vastavusse. Protseduuri illustreerimiseks rakendatakse seda nikkli em-
piirilise potentsiaali parendamiseks ning seda kasutatakse põrkekaskaadide
uurimiseks. Võrdluseks korratakse samu simulatsioone potentsiaaliga, mille
muutmine toimub siiani levinud meetodil. Tulemustest selgub, et väljapaku-
tud uue protseduuri korral ei sõltu stabiilsete Frenkeli paaride arv sobitamise
parameetritest. Samas korreleerus vana meetodi puhul stabiilsete paaride arv
otseselt parameetrite valikuga. Lisaks on pakutud meetod rakendatav mit-
mekomponendiliste süsteemidele nagu näiteks kõrge entroopiaga sulamid.

Teiseks uuritakse kahe kõrge entroopiaga sulami, NiCrCo ja NiCrCoFe,
lähikorrastust Monte Carlo meetodil, mis on sidestatud tihedusfunktsio-
naali teooriaga. Simulatsioone tehakse temperatuuridel: 500, 800 ja 1200
K ning simulatsioonide tulemustest on võimalik hinnata aatomite jaotu-
se sõltuvust temperatuurist. Simulatsioonide käigus vahetatakse juhuslikult
aatomite tüüpe ning seisundite aktsepteerimise tõenäosust määrab Metro-
polise mudel. Simulatsioonidest järeldub, et NiCrCo sulamis ei ole erinevad
elemendid juhuslikult jaotunud. Kroomiumi aatomipaaride arv osutus väik-
semaks kui juhuslikult jaotunud sulamis ning nikkli ja kroomiumi paaride
arv suuremaks. Neljakomponendilise NiCrCoFe sulami simulatsioonid näi-
tavad, et materjalis ei ole elemendid juhuslikult jaotunud. Sarnaselt kolme-
komponendilise süsteemiga on kroomiumipaaride arv väiksem kui juhuslikus
süsteemis, kuid lisaks on rauapaaride arv oluliselt väiksem. Tõenäoliselt on
selle põhjuseks kroomiumiaatomite antiferromagneetiline olemus, mille pu-
hul on energeetiliselt eelistatum materjalipiirkond, milles on naaberaatomite
magnetmoment antiparalleelne kroomiumiaatomi momendiga.

Kolmandaks kasutatakse ajast sõltuvat tihedusfunktsionaali teooriat, et
määrata lokaalsest tihedusest sõltuv aatomite ja elektronide sidestuspara-
meeter. Leitud parameetri kasutamiseks klassikalistes simulatsioonides, aren-
datakse uus meetod LAMMPS tarkvarapaketi jaoks. See meetod baseerub
Langevini dünaamikal, kus hõõrdeparameeter asendatakse tihedusest sõl-
tuva sidestusparameetriga. Loodud meetodit rakendatakse foononite kustu-
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mise uurimiseks puhtas niklis ning nikli-raua sulamis. Simulatsiooni tulemus-
test saadi, et pakutud meetodiga arvutatud foononite kustumised on koos-
kõlas kvantmehaanilistest häiritusarvutustest saadud tulemustega. Lisaks on
väljapakutud meetod oluliselt täpsem kui seni kasutatav kahe-temperatuuri
mudel. Nimelt esineb uues mudelis foononite kustumisel sõltuvus foononi
lainearvust, kuid kahe-temperatuuri korral on foononi kustumine konstante
ning seetõttu lainearvust sõltumatu. Põhiliseks probleemiks on hetkel foo-
nonite eluea polarisatsioonist sõltuvuse puudumine, mis loodetakse sisse viia
edasise töö käigus. Foononite kustumine kiireneb raua koguse suurendamisel
nikli-raua sulamis. See tuleneb suuremas osas foononite hajumisest korrapä-
ratuse tõttu ning osaliselt raua suuremast sidestusparameetrist.

Käesolevas töös näidatakse, et kõrge entroopiaga sulamite kiiritussimu-
latsioonide puhul tuleb empiirilises potentstiaalis teha muudatusi, selleks
et väiksetel kaugustel toimuvad protsessid oleksid füüsikaliselt korrektselt
kirjeldatud. Lisaks ei pruugi simulatsioonide lähtekonfiguratsioonis olla ele-
mendid juhuslikult jaotunud ning seetõttu tuleb eelnevalt veenduda materja-
li kristallstruktuuri korrapäras. Lõpetuseks tuleb kõrge entroopiaga sulamite
kiiritussimulatsioonides arvestada elektroonsete kadudega, mida võimaldab
uurida väljapakutud uudne mudel.
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ABSTRACT: Primary radiation damage formation in solid materials typically
involves collisions between atoms that have up to a few hundred keV of kinetic
energy. During these collisions, the distance between two colliding atoms can
approach 0.05 nm. At such small atomic separations, force fields fitted to
equilibrium properties tend to significantly underestimate the potential energy of
the colliding dimer. To enable molecular dynamics simulations of high-energy
collisions, it is common practice to use a screened Coulomb force field to describe
the interactions and to smoothly join this to the equilibrium force field at a suitable
interatomic spacing. However, there is no accepted standard method for choosing
the parameters used in the joining process, and our results prove that defect
production is sensitive to how the force fields are linked. A new procedure is
presented that involves the use of ab initio calculations to determine the magnitude
and spatial dependence of the pair interactions at intermediate distances, along with
systematic criteria for choosing the joining parameters. Results are presented for the
case of nickel, which demonstrate the use and validity of the procedure.

1. INTRODUCTION
Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations are widely used to
investigate atomistic and molecular phenomena including
applications from biology1 to materials science.2,3 Although
MD simulations can be used to elucidate the details of many
processes on this scale, the primary limitation of the approach is
the accuracy with which the force field (alternately interatomic
potential) describes the relevant phenomena.2,4,5 This is a
particularly difficult issue when the application of interest
involves atoms that are far from their equilibrium positions
because the force fields are typically determined by material
properties at or near equilibrium. Among the most common
properties used in fitting force fields for metals are the lattice
parameter, elastic constants, and point and extended defect
formation energies.
When metals and alloys are exposed to irradiation by high-

energy particles, a process known as a displacement cascade can
be initiated.6 Most simply, this cascade can be visualized as a
series of elastic collisions that proceeds after a given atom has
been struck by an incident ion (or high-energy neutron in the
case of fission reactor materials). The initial atom, which is
called the primary knock-on atom (PKA), will recoil with a
given amount of kinetic energy, which it dissipates in a

sequence of collisions with other atoms. These secondary
knock-on atoms will in turn lose energy to third and
subsequently higher order knock-ons until all of the energy
initially imparted to the PKA has been dissipated. This simple
description ignores the fraction of the energy that may be
transferred to the electrons in the material. Although the
physics is slightly different, similar events are commonly
observed on billiard tables. In this context, the most important
difference between a rack of billiard balls and atoms in a
crystalline solid is the binding forces that arise from the
presence of the electrons and other atoms. As a result, a certain
minimum kinetic energy must be transferred to an atom before
it can be displaced from its lattice site. This is referred to as the
displacement threshold energy and is in the range of 20 to 40
eV for most metals.7

The collisions of interest to most ion implantation and
radiation damage studies involve PKA kinetic energies up to at
least a few hundred keV. Collisions at such energies bring
atoms very close together, with the colliding dimer eventually
reaching potential energies of a few 100 eV. This is well above
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the energy range corresponding to equilibrium bonding, which
is a few (negative) eV. Force fields fitted to equilibrium
properties do not accurately describe the interactions at these
short distances and high energies, substantially underestimating
the potential energy of the two colliding atoms. At those short
distances, collisions may be considered binary, in the sense that
most of the potential energy of the system comes from the
colliding dimer, with negligible contributions from the other
adjacent atoms.5 In the context of modern many-body force
fields used for MD simulations, this fact justifies describing the
short-range part of the force field with a pair interaction part
alone, with little or no contribution from the many-body
embedding term. For example, see the description of the
embedded atom model (EAM) or the Finnis-Sinclair force
fields.9 This pair contribution has to be extrapolated from the
equilibrium distances where it was fitted to properties of the
solid to shorter distances where it has to reproduce a binary
collision potential. Figure 1 illustrates this concept with the
example of two repulsive pair components from commonly
used force fields for iron9,11 and nickel10 along with the binary

screened-Coulomb “universal” potential obtained by Ziegler,
Biersack, and Littmark (ZBL), which is considered an accurate
function for high energy collisions.12

It is common practice to smoothly join the ZBL potential to
the equilibrium pair force field in order to adequately describe
the whole range of distances and energies. The procedure used
by Calder and Bacon11 is illustrated in Figure 1(a) in which two
functions were used in this intermediate region join the Finnis-
Sinclair and ZBL pair potentials. The curve labeled Spline in
Figure 1(b) was obtained using the so-called overlay function in
LAMMPS as described in the Supporting Material. The
purpose of this paper is to show that one of the most
important results of molecular dynamics simulations of high-
energy collision cascades, i.e. stable defect production,
significantly depends on the value of the repulsive force field
precisely in the matching region between ZBL and equilibrium
distances. By comparing results obtained in the conventional
way and using our newly developed procedure that is based on
fitting accurate first-principles energy evaluations in this spatial
domain, the necessity of using particular care in this matching
region is demonstrated. A procedure which involves the use of
ab initio calculations to determine the spatial dependence of the
close-pair atomic interactions is described, and systematic
criteria are defined for choosing the parameters needed to join
the equilibrium force field to a ZBL potential. Results are
presented for the case of nickel, which demonstrate the use and
validity of the procedure. The revised force field provides the
same values for equilibrium properties, notably interstitial
defects, as the initial one, but the energy and forces obtained for
closely spaced pairs of atoms that arise in radiation damage
studies are improved. Moreover, the procedure provides a
systematic approach that can be followed for any metal or alloy
force field.

2. HIGH ENERGY COLLISIONS
In order to determine the interatomic spatial domain explored
during a collision cascade, a series of MD simulations were
carried out over a wide range of energies and temperatures
using a version of the Finnis-Sinclair iron force field9 which was
modified by Calder and Bacon11 to link with the ZBL. The
results shown in Figure 2 demonstrate that for PKA up to 100
keV at 1200K the minimum interatomic distance approaches

Figure 1. Comparison of screened Coulomb potential by Ziegler,
Biersack, and Littmark10 with repulsive pair term of force fields for (a)
iron8 and (b) nickel.9 Joining by Calder and Bacon is shown in (a),11

and a curve labeled Spline in (b) illustrates the LAMMPS overlay
method for joining the repulsive term to the ZBL.

Figure 2. Distance of closest approach for iron atoms as a function of
displacement cascade energy and temperature using the modified
version of the Finnis-Sinclair force field for iron.9,11
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0.05 nm. Comparing these values with Figure 1(b), it is clear
that many collisions occur in the transition region between the
equilibrium and the ZBL components. It is to be expected then
that the value of the force field in this region would affect the
outcome of the simulation. Previous work involving low energy
(<1 keV) events in silicon found relatively little dependence of
the repulsive pair interactions on Frenkel pair formation,13

while limited studies of higher-energy cascade simulations in
iron and nickel indicate that defect formation can be sensitive
to how the joining is done.14−17 The most detailed study in ref
17 reported finding a correlation between the number of stable
Frenkel pair formed and the stiffness of the force field in the
range where the potential energy is a few tens of eV. This is in
the transition region between the equilibrium and the ZBL
potentials, and they described the joining process as “largely
arbitrary”. Recently, we have demonstrated the significance to
damage production of the high lattice pressures obtained as a
consequence of the supersonic shock wave generated in
collision cascades.18 However, there has been no systematic
investigation of the impact of the joining methodology on
defect production in high-energy MD simulations for metals,
and as alluded to in ref 17, there is presently no accepted or
standard method for specifying how the two force fields should
be joined. Different functional forms such as high-degree
polynomials or multiple splines have been used, with different
values specified for the spatial domain over which the joining is
accomplished. Adding to these limitations, the ZBL potential
does not appear to be consistent with ab initio calculations in
some cases.19,20

3. METHODS
The energetics of a Ni dimer were investigated as a function of
the distance between the two atoms, both in vacuum and
embedded in a crystalline Ni lattice. In the case of the Ni lattice,
the energy was obtained by starting from a perfect crystal with
the equilibrium lattice parameter and then moving a Ni atom
along a ⟨110⟩ direction toward its nearest neighbor, while the
rest of the atoms were maintained in perfect lattice positions.
The equation of state, EOS, for pure Ni was determined as a
function of interatomic distance (pressure) using uniform
compression. Several first-principles methods were used to
determine this energetics. First, density functional theory
(DFT)21 was used with the PBE exchange-correlation func-
tional.22 The interaction of valence electrons with ions was
described by pseudopotentials with a plane wave basis set as
implemented in VASP23−26 and in Quantum Espresso (QE).27

Because of the limitations of using pseudopotentials for short
distances, similar calculations were performed using two
additional methods, namely the Korring-Kohn-Rostoker
(KKR) method28 as implemented within the Locally Self-
consistent Multiple Scattering (LSMS) approach29 for the EOS
and an all-electron quantum chemical approach as implemented
in Q-Chem 4.2 electronic structure software30,31 for the dimer
in vacuum.
3.1. Calculations Using DFT with Pseudopotentials.

Three types of DFT calculations were performed, namely the
following: 1) bulk Ni under extreme compression, 2) a Ni
dimer contained in a supercell of Ni atoms, and 3) a Ni dimer
in free space. The projector augmented-wave pseudopoten-
tial32,33 for nickel was used in VASP. The selected
pseudopotential included the 3p semicore states as valence
electrons, which improves the accuracy for short-distance
calculations. Two energy cutoff values were used for the plane

waves, 350 and 700 eV, to verify energy convergence. The
resulting difference in energies was about 2 meV. The
Methfessel-Paxton smearing method of the first order34 with
a smearing width of 0.1 eV was applied in all VASP calculations.
EOS calculations were done using a conventional cell consisting
of 4 atoms with the Monkhorst−Pack method35 used for
Brillouin zone integration on a 28 × 28 × 28 grid. Dimer
calculations in bulk material were done using two different
supercells of size 2 × 2 × 2 and 3 × 3 × 3 with 32 and 108
atoms in the simulation cell, respectively. The Brillouin zone
integration was done on an 8 × 8 × 8 grid for the smaller
supercell and 3 × 3 × 3 grid for the larger one. The Ni−Ni
dimer in vacuum calculation was done in a simulation cell with
a side length of 2.0 nm and used only one gamma point. The
use of these parameters resulted in converged total energies.
The QE calculations were done using a plane-wave basis set

and an ultrasoft36 Ni pseudopotential37 (ni_pbe_v1.uspp.-
F.UPF from GBRV database).38 This potential includes both
the 3s and 3p semicore states in the valence electron set. The
Brillouin zone summations were carried out over a 24 × 24 ×
24 and 8 × 8 × 8 grid in two different sets of calculations.
Electronic smearing with a width of 0.272 eV (0.02 Ry) was
applied according to the Methfessel-Paxton method.34 The
Kohn−Sham orbitals were expanded in plane waves up to a
kinetic-energy cutoff of 1414 eV (104 Ry), whereas plane waves
up to 5658 eV (416 Ry) were used to represent the charge
density. The 20% increase of cutoff energy changes the energy
by less than 0.3 eV for two atoms in an fcc lattice separated by a
distance of 0.0353 lattice parameters. Two types of calculations
were performed with this code: one to determine the EOS and
the other for the Ni dimer energy in a supercell. The EOS was
obtained by calculating the total energy as a function of lattice
parameter for values between 0.37 and 0.12 nm. In this range,
the nearest neighbor distance changes from 0.262 to 0.085 nm.
The second type of calculation computed the energy of a Ni−
Ni dimer in a supercell containing 2 × 2 × 2 cubic unit cells
with the equilibrium lattice parameter.
These plane-wave-based codes have two shortcomings

related to the use of pseudopotentials, because the core
electrons are not included in the electronic structure
calculations. For the short interatomic distances which occur
during a displacement cascade, the core electron wave functions
of two atoms may overlap, and an all-electron approach is
needed. The second shortcoming arises from the fact that the
pseudopotential is different than the actual potential at
distances shorter that a specified cutoff radius. Thus, at short
distances, the electron density is not accurately described, even
with so-called “hard” pseudopotentials where this cutoff radius
is about 7.94 × 10−11 m (1.5 Bohr radii). This is not important
for the modeling of the equilibrium properties of Ni or even the
energy of self-interstitial atoms but is significant for cascade
modeling. For this reason calculations were also carried out
using two all-electron techniques

3.2. KKR Calculations. The all-electron DFT Korring-
Kohn-Rostoker (KKR) method28 as implemented within the
multiple scattering theory (MST) Green’s function Locally Self-
consistent Multiple Scattering (LSMS) codes29,39 was used for
the calculations of highly compressed fcc Ni. These codes
permit the MST Green’s function to be calculated using either
real or reciprocal space techniques. For this work, the reciprocal
space calculation was used to obtain the EOS with the standard
KKR band structure method for periodic solids. For all lattice
parameters, the lower limit of the energy integration used to
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calculate the KKR-Green’s function, and hence the charge
density, was set to include 3s and 3p semicore levels. At the
equilibrium lattice spacing these states are at approximately
−90.2 eV (−6.63 Ry) (3s) and −53.3 eV (−3.92 Ry) (3p)
relative to crystal potential zero and are essentially localized,
while at ∼55% compression these levels have risen to −41.3 eV
(−3.04 Ry) (3s) and −7.1 eV (−0.52 Ry) (3p) due to their
overlap and have a significant bandwidth. The energies and
charge densities of the more tightly bound core states were
obtained using an atomic-solver. The calculations were
performed with a maximum angular momentum cut off of
lmax = 3. This was then increased to as high as lmax = 10 to
ensure convergence of the total energy at the smallest lattice
parameters. The Brillouin-zone integrations to obtain the KKR
scattering-path matrix were performed using a 20 × 20 × 20 k-
point mesh. Since a spherical (muffin-tin) approximation to the
crystal potential was used, this approach could only be applied
for the EOS calculations, because the accuracy of a dimer
calculation would be compromised by nonspherical, shear
deformations.
3.3. Quantum Chemistry Calculations. To further verify

the energies of the atomic configurations, calculations were also
performed for the Ni−Ni dimer in vacuum using the many
body techniques of quantum chemistry. These calculations
were performed using the coupled cluster with single, double,
and perturbative triple excitations method (CCSD(T))40 with
an all-electron 6-31G* basis set41 with the contraction scheme
(22s16p4d1f)/[5s4p2d1f]. The lowest singlet and triplet states
were calculated for Ni−Ni separations in the range of 0.05−0.2
nm. The calculations were performed using the Q-Chem 4.2
electronic structure software.30,31 The unrestricted Hartree−
Fock reference was used for describing triplet states. A 1Σg

+

singlet state with the (dσg)
2(dπu)

4(dδg)
4(dδu*)

4(dπg*)
4(sσg)

2

electronic configuration was taken as a reference state. As
shown in previous studies of the Ni−Ni dimer, there are many
close-lying triplets as well as higher multiplicity states around
the equilibrium Ni−Ni separation.42,43 However, considering
that the triplets are expected to be more destabilized than the
singlets at shorter Ni−Ni distances and the difficulty of
accurately modeling the electronic states of Ni−Ni with single-
reference methods, a detailed investigation of electronic
structure of the Ni−Ni dimer is left to other studies.

4. RESULTS OF AB INITIO CALCULATIONS
First, the results for the total energy of the Ni−Ni dimer in
vacuum as a function of interatomic distance obtained from the
quantum chemistry methods are presented. As shown in Figure
3, at these short distances and high energies there is essentially
no difference observed between the energies of the single and
triplet states nor between the HF and the CCSD(T) results.
Therefore, the HF results will be used as a basis for comparison
with DFT methods in the following discussion.
Figure 4 shows the potential energy of the Ni dimer using

different calculation methods as a function of the dimer
separation in both vacuum (denoted Ni2) and embedded in the
Ni lattice. The results from two sets of DFT calculations (VASP
and QuantumEspresso) for the dimer in the Ni lattice are in
good agreement in the range of distances explored, despite the
different semicore configurations. At the shorter distances the
Ni−Ni dimer energies from DFT are consistent with values
from the ZBL universal screened Coulomb potential and the
quantum chemistry calculations. The increasing difference
between the energies of the dimer in vacuum and the dimer

in the lattice as the dimer distance increases is to be expected
because it reflects the transition in the collision behavior from
being primarily binary to many-bodied. It is evident that the
pairwise interaction is dominant for energies above 10 to 100
eV and using the ZBL potential is justified in this range. Below
this energy there is a much larger deviation from ZBL,
suggesting that values should be obtained from first-principles
calculations to describe the interatomic interactions at these
larger distances. The figure also suggests that the simpler
pseudopotential methods are as accurate at all distances of
interest as the more sophisticated methods. This last
observation is consistent with the results of Pruneda et al.20

that showed pseudopotential-based calculations can produce
relatively trustworthy results at distances as small as 0.07 nm.
The EOS for bulk fcc Ni under compression as calculated

using the plane wave codes and KKR is shown in Figure 5. The
EOS obtained by Rose et al.44 and Birch−Murnaghan45 are also
included in the figure for comparison. The Rose EOS is based
on the experimental lattice parameter, cohesive energy, and
bulk modulus, whereas the Birch−Murnaghan equation was
fitted to DFT values. Both curves agree well with the calculated
values for compressions up to about 20%. Although going
beyond this level of compression may be of little relevance for
MD simulations, it is important in the development of
empirical force fields to avoid unexpected behavior in extreme
conditions.

Figure 3. Total energy of Ni−Ni dimer obtained from Q-Chem
calculations compared with ZBL pair potential.

Figure 4. Ni−Ni dimer energy in the fcc Ni lattice and isolated in
vacuum (denoted Ni2).
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5. FITTING THE EMPIRICAL FORCE FIELD
In the previous section, results were presented from a diversity
of first-principles electronic structure calculation methods
applied to the study of the energetics at close separation
distance between two atoms both isolated in vacuum and in
crystalline lattice. In this section, these results are used to
develop an empirical force field capable of capturing both the
short and the equilibrium distance behavior. The discussion
uses an EAM8 type of many-body force field as an example, but
the method can also be applied using other force field models.
The Ni force field by Mishin et al.10 was selected to illustrate
the fitting procedure. The procedure is illustrated in the
flowchart shown in Figure 6 and described in the following
paragraphs. The Supporting Material provides additional
information for computing the EOS and the dimer energy in
the EAM formalism.
First, an effective transformation is applied to the EAM force

field. This transformation takes advantage of an internal
symmetry property of the EAM formalism that allows
modifying the embedding energy and the repulsive pair terms
simultaneously, without affecting any prediction of the resulting
force field. The advantage of the effective transformation is that
it creates a force suitable for mixing with other pure element
force fields to create alloy force fields. The basic outcome of
this transformation is that the density at the equilibrium lattice
parameter is unity, and the first derivative of the embedding
energy at equilibrium is zero. This transformation is described
in more detail elsewhere.46

Next, modifications are made to the many-body part of the
EAM, namely the density and the embedding functions. The
aim is to have the repulsive pair interaction term of the EAM
play the major role in describing the resulting energetics as the
distance between two atoms decreases. For that to happen the
embedding energy term has to become negligible by either
becoming constant or very small. There are many ways to
achieve this objective, as exemplified in the literature. Here, the
density function, ρ(r), is simply modified so that it goes
smoothly to zero for r = 0. A cubic spline interpolation was
used to create a smooth transition from the original density
function at rρ = 0.15 nm to zero. This modification reduces the
contribution of the many-body embedding energy term as an
atom closely approaches a neighbor and provides the freedom
to define the pair interaction term as needed to reproduce the
target energetics shown in Figures 4 and 5. To this end the

original pair interaction term of the EAM needs to be replaced
or modified in two regions: (1) at very short distances, r < 0.02
nm, the total energy has to match the ZBL potential and (2) at
intermediate distances between r ≥ 0.02 nm and r < rc, it has to
match the target values for the dimer energy in crystalline Ni
obtained from DFT calculations. For r > rc the force field needs
to be equal to the original one in order to preserve all its
properties. The value of rc has to be selected with care so that
initial equilibrium and defect properties of the pure element
force field are not modified, and it is usually chosen to be
slightly smaller than the shortest interatomic distance in the
saddle point for interstitial migration. In this work, multiple
values for rc were used to test the influence of this parameter on
the outcome of collision cascade simulations, as discussed
below.
The procedure used to obtain the modified version of the

repulsive pair interaction over the complete range of interest
can be summarized as follows. First, a cubic spline was used to
fit the 12 DFT energy values between 0.04 and 0.25 nm, and
values were extracted for a set of knot points with a step size of
0.1 nm between 0.04 nm and (rc-0.02) nm. Then, the
appropriate ZBL function was tabulated from 0 to 0.02 nm
with a step size of 0.001 nm. Next, the pair component of the
original EAM potential was tabulated using the same step size
between rc and the cutoff radius of the potential (0.65 nm for
the Mishin Ni). Finally, a cubic spline interpolation was used to
fit the energy values over the entire range of the tabulated ZBL

Figure 5. Equation of state for fcc Ni structure.

Figure 6. Flowchart illustrating the newly developed force field fitting
procedure described in the text.
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points, DFT-fitted knot points, and tabulated EAM points from
0 to the 0.65 nm EAM potential cutoff. The need to match
different functions and their first derivatives at a given point
requires defining a transition region around that point where
there is an arbitrary function with at least four degrees of
freedom (two function values and two first derivatives).
Although a simple cubic spline was used demonstrate the
methodology in this paper, it would be appropriate to use a
higher order spline in practice to maintain the continuity of the
second derivative at the joining points, particularly when the
Verlet method is used to integrate the equations of motion. In
order to match the ZBL and DFT values, one knot was
specified in the region between 0.02 and 0.04 nm. Similarly,
one knot was specified in the matching region between DFT
and EAM, i.e. between rc and (rc-0.02) nm. An example of the
results obtained by this fitting procedure is shown in Figure 7

for rc = 0.2 nm; the knot points for the cubic spline are listed in
Table 1. Finally, to correctly reproduce the EOS as given by the
DFT calculations shown in Figure 5, a correction to the
embedding function F(ρ) was introduced without further
modification of the pair term. The F(ρ) function was smoothly

joined to the EOS using cubic splines in the region 1.25 <ρ <
15.0.
Fitting of the force fields was done using the software

package octave47 with the cost function to be minimized defined
as

∑= | − |
=

f E r E r( ) ( )
i

N

DFT i EAM i
1 (1)

The term EDFT(ri) in eq 1 is either the dimer or the EOS
energy at separation ri, and EEAM(ri) is the energy given by the
EAM force field evaluated analytically. Minimization was done
in two steps; first, a global minimization with a controlled
random search with local mutations48 algorithm, and second, a
local minimization with the BOBYQA49 algorithm. Both,
algorithms were provided by the nlopt package.50

6. DEFECT PRODUCTION

In order to assess the impact of the different force fields on
defect production, MD simulations of 10 keV displacement
cascades were performed using the software package
LAMMPS.51 The primary knock-on atom was given this initial
kinetic energy with velocity in the ⟨1 3 5⟩ direction in a
simulation cell of 40 × 40 × 40 ao

3 (256,000 atoms). Runs were
performed in the NVE ensemble. Prior to the cascade, the
system was equilibrated at 300 K and zero pressure. A variable
time step was used to maintain the required accuracy when
integrating the atomic equations of motion. The momentum in
the outer layers of the simulation cell was periodically reset to
zero during the simulation to prevent drift in response to the
energy input from the PKA. Defects were identified using a
Wigner-Seitz analysis after the displacement cascade event was
complete at ∼20 ps, well after the number of defects has
stabilized.6

Five force fields were generated to provide a basis of
comparison in these simulations. Two different methods were
employed with different outer cutoff radii rc to reproduce the
DFT dimer energy as well as the EOS. One method employed
the “overlay” function of LAMMPS52 to join the ZBL potential
to the Mishin Ni EAM, and the second method is the one
developed for this work and described above. The cutoff radii
used were 0.15, 0.18, 0.20, 0.22, and 0.25 nm. Selection of these

Figure 7. Knot points used to obtain DFT-based cubic spline fit
joining repulsive ZBL and Mishin pair potentials, see Table 1 for knot
point values.

Table 1. Knot Points Used To Obtain a Cubic Spline Fit Joining the ZBL Potential and the Repulsive Pair Component of the
Mishin Ni EAM Force Field

interatomic distance (nm) rc = 0.15 nm rc = 0.18 nm rc = 0.20 nm

0.30 1838.33294982888 1838.31649327955 1820.22954714512
0.40 1218.05081969406 1218.04960771924 1214.50276956392
0.50 836.163674505376 836.164080148673 836.820573806760
0.60 551.866516156028 551.8.68157033055 551.951588102543
0.70 348.671359126630 348.639132989473 348.639125254940
0.80 227.100588117360 227.100892683067 227.162921150792
0.90 137.420547993645 137.400611108088 137.513053051492
1.00 82.6828351738512 82.7297523191666 82.6806394078697
1.10 56.4812921897848 56.0356985870809 56.1492920892016
1.20 38.2689909285101 38.2789943639836
1.30 19.0500680138810 26.3581592073729 26.3690768994141
1.40 18.3864402991851
1.50 12.5545167549024 12.7103709552707
1.60 8.61297228349303
1.80 3.65754272432989
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values does not affect the fitting of the EOS but has a major
impact on the dimer energy as can be seen in Figure 8. For the

Ni system the best value for rc was found to be 0.20 nm. With
this value, the force field provides good agreement with the
DFT dimer energies while at the same time not altering the
interstitial defect energies predicted by the initial EAM force
field. An inner cutoff radius of 0.04 nm was used in all cases.
This led to ten different variants of the Ni force field that were
used in the MD simulations.
The results are summarized in Table 2 and shown in Figure 9

where the indicated uncertainty and error bars are the standard

error based on 15 runs for each case. Two observations can
readily be made from this figure and the data in Table 2. First is
that matching the ZBL to EAM with an arbitrary function in an
arbitrary distance window can change the defect production by
almost a factor of 3. Second is that a proper choice of the
energy function for the intermediate region between ZBL and
EAM, based on ab initio results using the method proposed in
this work, gives a number of defects that is nearly independent
of the outer cutoff radius for the matching region. It should be
noted that the data in Table 2 indicates that the change in the
number of stable defects produced does not arise from a change
in the interstitial formation energy. Only for the largest value of
rc is there a significant change in this formation energy.

7. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The force fields or interatomic potentials, such as the
commonly used EAM, that are generally designed to describe
the bulk, equilibrium properties of metals do not accurately
predict the high-energy interactions that are encountered when
materials are irradiated with energetic particles. For these high
energy collisions, the interatomic separation of the colliding
dimer can be much less than the equilibrium lattice parameter
and the repulsive pair term has to be “hardened” to reproduce
the scattering potential corresponding to the atomic species
colliding. This has traditionally been done by matching the pair
term of the full force field to the ZBL potential at a specified
interatomic spacing. This matching is implemented with an
arbitrary function within an arbitrary region of space, with the
constraint that the function has to provide enough freedom to
match the equilibrium force field and its derivatives at the edges
of the matching region (e.g., the ZBL at the lower limit and
EAM at the upper limit) and has to leave the properties
predicted by the original force field unperturbed beyond the
upper limit. This work has demonstrated that the atomic
collisions taking place within the matching region play a
significant role in determining the number of defects that are
ultimately created and has shown that using first-principles
techniques makes it possible to accurately calculate the energy
of interatomic interactions in this transition.
Therefore, a new procedure has been developed that

maintains the accuracy of the equilibrium force fields in their
relevant domain while providing a bridge to the very short
atomic separation distances where interatomic forces can be
obtained from a screened Coulomb potential (e.g., the ZBL
universal potential12). This procedure involves the use of ab
initio calculations to determine the magnitude and spatial
dependence of the pair interactions at intermediate distances,
along with a systematic approach to choosing the appropriate
criteria for joining the different components of the force field.
The criteria include providing consistency with the ab initio
results while maintaining the predictions of the equilibrium
force field for the properties of interstitial defects. The results
shown for the case of an EAM nickel and the ZBL demonstrate
the use and validity of the procedure which will be suitable for
other metals and alloys. Since the focus of this work is
displacement damage production in the lattice, the dimer
energy in the lattice was used in the fitting process. However,
the data in Figure 4 demonstrate that for dimer energies greater
than about 10 eV there is little difference between the dimer in
the lattice and in vacuum. This suggests that the procedure
adopted here should also be suitable for the energetic collisions
associated with ion irradiation.

Figure 8. Fitting results obtained with different values of the cutoff
radius rc compared to the target function from VASP.

Table 2. Average Number of Stable Frenkel Pair Produced
by 10 keV Displacement Cascades with Different Hardening
Methods and Parametersa

outer cutoff radius (nm) LAMMPS overlay52 EDDE method

0.15 34.4 ± 2 (3.97 eV) 25.9 ± 2 (3.98 eV)
0.18 26.9 ± 2 (3.97 eV) 21.6 ± 2 (3.98 eV)
0.20 24.2 ± 2 (3.97 eV) 22.9 ± 2 (3.98 eV)
0.22 20.5 ± 2 (4.07 eV) 22.4 ± 1 (4.10 eV)
0.25 13.7 ± 1 (7.16 eV) 24.5 ± 2 (3.70 eV)

aCorresponding interstitial formation energy is noted in parentheses.

Figure 9. Average number of stable Frenkel pair produced by 10 keV
displacement cascades with different hardening methods and
parameters, error bars denote standard error.
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With our new procedure, two matching regions need to be
defined: one between the ZBL and the first-principles results
and one between the first-principles results and the EAM. The
results presented here have shown that by reducing the
arbitrariness of the energy function in the region between ZBL
and EAM, a force field that is minimally dependent on the
points where the matching is made can be obtained, giving
more confidence on the accuracy of the simulation results.
Unfortunately, there are no experimental data available on
defect production from these short-time (∼20 ps) collision
processes that can be used to directly validate the models.
However, it is generally valid to assume that the more physics-
based input a model has, the more accurate its predictions are
expected to be.
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a b s t r a c t

The aim of this study is to characterize some atomic-scale properties of Ni-based FCC multicomponent
alloys. For this purpose, we use Monte Carlo method combined with density functional theory calcula-
tions to study short-range order (SRO), atomic displacements, electronic density of states, and magnetic
moments in equimolar ternary NiCrCo, and quaternary NiCrCoFe alloys. According to our study, the sali-
ent features for the ternary alloy are a negative SRO parameter between Ni–Cr and a positive between Cr–
Cr pairs as well as a weakly magnetic state. For the quaternary alloy we predict negative SRO parameter
for Ni–Cr and Ni–Fe pairs and positive for Cr–Cr and Fe–Fe pairs. Atomic displacements for both ternary
and quaternary alloys are negligible. In contrast to the ternary, the quaternary alloy shows a complex
magnetic structure. The electronic structure of the ternary and quaternary alloys shows differences near
the Fermi energy between a random solid solution and the predicted structure with SRO. Despite that, the
calculated EXAFS spectra does not show enough contrast to discriminate between random and ordered
structures. The predicted SRO has an impact on point-defect energetics, electron–phonon coupling and
thermodynamic functions and thus, SRO should not be neglected when studying properties of these
two alloys.

� 2015 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

In the search of better materials needed in many different
industries, such as energy production, scientists have started to
explore unconventional concepts of material design. Some exam-
ples of these are engineered nanostructures and alloys with many
different elements. Instead of consisting of two or three principal
elements, as is the case with traditional alloys, high entropy alloys
(HEA) [1] have five or more elements in close to equimolar ratios
that form simple solid solution phases in FCC, HCP, or BCC struc-
tures. Recent studies have shown that HEA’s have many improved
properties compared to conventional alloys or to the pure elements
they are made of [2]. For example, high strength, high ductility,
better resistance to wear and corrosion.

The core effects that are considered to affect the microstructure
and properties of HEA’s are [3]: high entropy, sluggish diffusion,
severe lattice distortion, and cocktail effect. The high number of
principal elements increases the contribution to the free energy
from the configurational entropy term, which stabilizes the

random solid solution phase with respect to competing phases.
The large fluctuations of the lattice potential between different lat-
tice sites hinder the diffusion of atoms by creating a distribution of
activation energies. Also, many low potential lattice sites act as
traps and further decrease diffusivity. This has been observed in
NiCrCoFeMn HEA [4] where the activation energies were higher
than in pure elements and ternary alloys consisting of same ele-
ments. Due to differences in atomic sizes and bonding the lattice
becomes distorted, increasing hardness and strength and making
these properties insensitive to temperature. Lastly, the cocktail
effect provides guidelines for manipulating material properties
by adding or removing elements, which stabilize BCC or FCC
phases, or improve hardness.

When creating ternary and higher element phase diagrams it is
often assumed that the solid solution phases are random. This sim-
plifying assumption is due to the lack of experimental data as is the
case for NiCrCo ternary [5] or NiCrCoFe quaternary alloys.
Experimental phase diagram determinations show that the
equimolar NiCrCo alloy is a solid solution in FCC phase [6–8], but
no information on the detailed ordering of atoms is available. In
fact, short-range order (SRO) has been observed in the binary
NiCr alloy at various compositions and temperatures [9–11], which
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suggests that ordering between Ni–Cr pairs might also occur in the
ternary and quaternary alloy. This kind of ordering could lower the
configurational entropy from its maximum value, which corre-
sponds to a random alloy, and change the expressions for the free
energy and the low-T phase diagram. SRO also decreases the
enthalpy of the system, affecting defect energetics.

Computer simulations is a powerful technique to study struc-
ture and properties of a material with such an accuracy that for
many systems prior experimental knowledge is not needed. It
allows screening different structures and studying stability and
other properties, without costly experiments. Recently, a hybrid
Monte Carlo (MC) and molecular dynamics (MD) method com-
bined with density functional theory calculations (DFT) [12] was
used to study refractory HEA [13]. It was shown that the method
could be used to study ordering in an alloy at temperatures as
low as 300 K.

In this work we explore the short-range order of ternary and
quaternary Ni based high entropy alloys using MC combined with
ab initio energetic calculations. We first use lattice MC to find the
equilibrium structure of the alloys, and then we use MD to allow
for atomic relaxations. With this information we study formation
energy, electronic density of states (DOS), magnetic moments
and configurational entropy for both random alloy and the struc-
ture with the SRO for which no experimental results are available.

2. Methodology

A rule of thumb in MC calculations suggests that a number as
high as 104 MC steps per atom have to be attempted in order to
approach thermodynamic equilibrium. MC simulations based on
ab initio energetics cannot reach such a number of steps, implying
that the results are not necessarily converged and must be inter-
preted with caution. Particularly, we observe clear tendencies for
the energetics and SRO, but the values we obtain can not be taken
as converged values; longer simulations may results in even larger
degrees of order and lower formation energies. Along similar argu-
ments, the combination of MC and MD gives thermodynamic equi-
librium structures including relaxations; however, and in order to
accelerate convergence, we have verified a posteriori that relax-
ations account for a small amount of energy, and have therefore
conducted lattice MC followed by MD relaxation only at the end
of the MC runs.

The systems studied were equimolar Ni0.33Cr0.33Co0.33 ternary,
and Ni0.25Cr0.25Co0.25Fe0.25 quaternary alloys in the FCC phase.
The temperatures investigated were 500, 800 and 1200 K. Energy
calculations were conducted using DFT with the VASP software
package [14–17]. The supercell used consisted of 108 atoms. The
plane wave cut-off energy in all calculations was 269 eV which is
the value recommended for Ni by software manual and is the high-
est recommended cut-off for the elements under consideration.
Methfessel–Paxton smearing method of the first order [18] with
a smearing width of 0.1 eV was used, and integration in the
Brillouin zone was performed with a mesh created using
Monkhorst–Pack [19] method with 2 � 2 � 2 points. Core electrons
were described with projector augmented-wave pseudopotentials
[20,21] provided by VASP package. The number of valence elec-
trons were 10, 6, 9, and 8 for Ni, Cr, Co, and Fe respectively.
Generalized gradient approximation as described by Perdew–Bur
ke–Ernzerhof (PBE) [22] was used for describing exchange–correla-
tion of electrons. All calculations done were spin-polarized.

Additionally, the calculations to investigate formation energy,
structure relaxations, and DOS were conducted with higher num-
ber of k-points (3 � 3 � 3) to increase the accuracy. Convergence
studies were made to determine the best calculation parameters
needed for accurate results. The energies obtained from the

selected parameters have an average error of about 0.2 meV per
atom. The X-ray absorption fine structure spectrum for the
NiCrCoFe HEA was calculated using ab initio real space multiple
scattering calculations as described in [23–25].

Lattice MC simulations included swap of atomic type trials with
the acceptance probability based on the Metropolis - Hastings
sampling [26]. In some cases, ionic relaxations at intermediate
steps during the simulation were done to assess the change in
energy from relaxation. As the atoms are of similar size the result-
ing changes were of the order of 5 meV per atom, a value that we
consider small compared to the gain obtained from chemical
ordering, which typically is ten times larger. A special quasi-
radom structure (SQS) [27] was selected as an initial starting point
in all calculations.

The Warren-Cowley SRO parameter [28] was used to quantify
the chemical ordering around an atomic species. The SRO amij was
calculated using Eq. (1), where pmij is the probability of finding
atomic species j around an atom of type i in the m’s neighboring
shell and cj is the atomic concentration of type j. The SRO a ¼ 0:0
corresponds to a random solution. Positive values show a tendency
to decrease the number of i; j pairs, while negative values corre-
spond to the opposite.

amij ¼ 1� pmij
cj

: ð1Þ

The SQS structures were created by swapping element species
randomly in an initial randomly generated sample until a SRO as
close as possible to that of a random alloy up to the third nearest
neighbor would be found. In this approach a cost function defined
as the sum of SRO squares was minimized to find a structure that
would be as close as possible to an ideal random solution for this
small sample size.

The configuration entropy of a system with non-zero SRO can
be estimated using the cluster variation method (CVM) in the pair
approximation [29] using the following equation:

S ¼ kB ðz� 1Þ
X
i

ðci ln ci � ciÞ � z=2
X
ij

ðyij ln yij � yijÞ þ ðz=2� 1Þ
 !

;

ð2Þ
where z is the number of nearest-neighbors, ci is the concentration
of type i and yij is the probability of finding an i; j pair.

Formation energies were calculated using Eq. (3), where Etot is
the total energy per atom of the mixed system, ci is the concentra-
tion of element i and Ei;ref is the energy per atom of the reference
phase of element i. Summation goes over all the elements in the
alloy. The reference energies were calculated in the ground state
phases of Ni, Cr, Co, and Fe, which are FCC, BCC, HCP, and BCC
respectively, including magnetism. The lattice constants used for
the pure element reference energies are obtained from the equa-
tion of state minima predicted by DFT. The calculated magnetic
moments of pure element ground states agree well with similar
calculations from the literature.

DEf ¼ Etot �
XN
i

ciEi;ref : ð3Þ

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Ternary NiCrCo

Lattice MC simulations for the NiCrCo equimolar alloy at three
temperatures 500 K, 800 K, and 1200 K were performed. The simu-
lations started from a SQS structure using the 3.56 Å experimental
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lattice parameter [30]. The simulation at 500 K lasted for 1500
steps, which represents 14 swap trials per atom. Higher tempera-
tures were run for 1000 MC steps. The resulting final structure
with SRO at 500 K and initial SQS structure were later relaxed
keeping the volume constant at 0 K and analyzed.

At 500 K the most significant trends in the development of
SRO’s as well as potential energy are shown in Fig. 1. Although,
the number of swap trials per atom is relatively small compared
to classical MC simulations the potential energy curve seems to
be relatively converged. Our finding is that major deviations from
a random solid solution appear for the Ni–Cr and Cr–Cr pairs.
The average number of Cr–Cr neighbors is reduced by �40%, from
4 for the random case to about 2.3, and the number of Ni–Cr pairs
is increased to 5. Additionally, the number of Ni–Ni pairs is
decreased and Cr–Co pairs increased slightly. All the other pairs
are close to the values of the random solution. With increasing
temperature the SRO parameters approach the value of random
solid solutions, with the exception of Cr–Cr pairs, which still
remains significantly high, but somewhat lower than for the
500 K case. The final averaged SRO parameter values are shown
in Table 1.

The appearance of the SRO reduces the free energy mainly by
lowering the formation energy, which changes from 93 to
47 meV per atom. Furthermore, atomic relaxation reduces the
energy by no more than 5 meV per atom. Positive formation energy
implies a tendency to phase separation at low temperature, but for
this small sample size MC is not an adequate technique to explore

this phase boundary. The experimental phase diagram at 800 �C for
the ternary NiCrCo alloy suggests that at the equimolar ratio the
system forms an FCC solid solution [5]. We note that the presence
of SRO may influence the location of phase boundaries, because of
the lower formation energy and configurational entropy.

The large positive value of SRO for Cr–Cr pairs might be related
to a similar effect observed in Fe–Cr BCC alloy [31]. The change in
SRO in that system is related to a strong Cr–Cr repulsion when at
nearest neighbor positions originated in the magnetic frustration
resulting from Cr atoms forced to align ferromagnetically.

The atomic displacements with respect to perfect lattice posi-
tions are found to be in the range of 0.04 Å which are comparable
to the magnitude associated to thermal fluctuations and thus are
negligible for both the SQS and SRO structures. The largest dis-
placements were mostly related to Cr atoms. This justifies the
use of lattice MC for the ternary system.

The DOS, for the random alloy and the predicted SRO structure
are shown in Fig. 2. DOS is not significantly affected by SRO, the
largest difference being near the Fermi energy, which has implica-
tions for both electric and thermal transport properties, and on the
electron–phonon interaction.

The system with SRO has a lower mean magnetic moment than
in the case of SQS, as shown in Table 2. The mean magnetic
moments of both Ni and Co are lower and mean magnetic moment
of Cr is higher compared to SQS. In the analysis of individual mag-
netic moments, which are shown in Fig. 3, it can be seen that the
main change occurs in the amplitude of the magnetic moments
of Cr atoms. In the case of SQS, the values are closer to a random
distribution than in the case of the structure with SRO. Also, mag-
netic moments of Cr atoms are not in the same direction, whereas
the moments of Ni and Co are mostly pointing in the same
directions.

Fig. 1. Evolution of potential energy and SRO in the lattice MC simulation of NiCrCo
ternary alloy at 500 K. Plotted is the relative potential energy (top) and SRO
parameter in the first neihgbor shell for Cr–Cr and Ni–Cr (bottom) pairs.

Table 1
Short-range order parameter of the NiCrCo ternary FCC system averaged over last
steps of the lattice MC simulation at three temperatures.

Pair 500 K 800 K 1200 K

Ni–Ni 0.12 0.03 0.07
Ni–Cr �0.27 �0.15 �0.12
Ni–Co 0.15 0.13 0.05
Cr–Cr 0.42 0.28 0.14
Cr–Co �0.16 �0.12 �0.03
Co–Co 0.01 0.00 �0.03

Fig. 2. Electronic density of states for the initial quasi-random structure (SQS) and
the structure predicted by lattice MC simulation (SRO) of NiCrCo ternary system
relaxed at 0 K.
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Finally, we find that the configurational entropy of the alloy
with SRO is about 10% lower than the value of a random solid solu-
tion, as reported in Table 2.

3.2. Quaternary NiCrCoFe

Similar lattice MC simulations were done with the quaternary
NiCrCoFe alloy. The simulations started from SQS structure with
an experimental lattice parameter of 3.57 Å [30] and the 500 K case
ran for 2000 steps resulting in 18 swap trials per atom. The higher
temperature runs lasted for 1500 steps. The final SRO parameters
at three temperatures are provided in Table 3. Also, the evolution
of potential energy and major trends in the evolution of SRO are
plotted in Fig. 4. Here again the evolution of potential energy sug-
gests that the simulation has been long enough to show a clear
trend. The final structure from the 500 K simulations was relaxed
at 0 K without changing the volume and analyzed.

Similar trends as in the case of ternary alloy are clearly present.
The number of Cr–Cr pairs is reduced by �50%, and the number of
Ni–Cr is increased, when compared to a random alloy. Additionally,
the number of Fe–Fe pairs is significantly reduced and number of
Ni–Fe, Cr–Co, and Co–Fe pairs is increased. Also, there is quite a
large reduction of Ni–Ni and Co–Co pairs, where the number of
same type neighbors is reduced to 2 atoms instead of 3. Similarly
to the case of the ternary alloy, the increase in temperature reduces
the SRO values of all pairs, while the value for the Cr–Cr pairs is still
significantly large.

The deviation of SRO for Cr–Cr pairs is even larger for the qua-
ternary case than for the ternary. Investigation of SRO for second
and third shells in the 1200 K case revealed that most of the Cr
atoms are at the second nearest neighbor locations, implying the
formation of an ordered structure with simple cubic Cr sublattice.

Table 2
Properties of NiCrCo ternary and NiCrCoFe quaternary systems for the special quasirandom structure (SQS) and structure with ordering (SRO) as predicted by lattice MC
simulations at 500 K. The values are obtained for 0 K relaxed structures at constant volume.

System Ordering Ef meV
atom

� �
Sconf

kB
atom

h i
Drrms [Å] hli [lB] hlNii [lB] hlCri [lB] hlCoi [lB] hlFei [lB]

NiCrCo SQS 93.0 1.099 0.044 0.332 0.193 �0.229 1.031
SRO 47.3 0.944 0.035 0.080 0.098 �0.857 0.999

NiCrCoFe SQS 76.7 1.386 0.057 0.668 0.319 �0.903 1.173 2.083
SRO 15.8 1.097 0.031 0.537 0.296 �1.461 0.983 2.330

Fig. 3. Magnetic moments of individual atoms in quasi-random structure (SQS) and
structure with short-range order (SRO) as predicted by lattice MC at 500 K for the
equimolar NiCrCo alloy.

Table 3
Short-range order parameter of the NiCrCoFe quaternary FCC system averaged over
last steps of the lattice MC simulation at three temperatures.

Pair 500 K 800 K 1200 K

Ni–Ni 0.30 0.16 0.13
Ni–Cr �0.18 �0.21 �0.22
Ni–Co 0.14 0.10 0.12
Ni–Fe �0.27 �0.04 �0.04
Cr–Cr 0.59 0.54 0.65
Cr–Co �0.31 �0.18 �0.26
Cr–Fe �0.10 �0.14 �0.17
Co–Co 0.33 0.13 0.11
Co–Fe �0.16 �0.05 0.03
Fe–Fe 0.54 0.23 0.17

Fig. 4. Development of potential energy and SRO in the lattice MC simulation of
NiCrCoFe quaternary alloy at 500 K. Plotted is the relative potential energy (top)
and SRO parameter in the first neihgbor shell for Cr–Cr and Fe–Fe pairs (bottom).
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As for the ternary alloy, the magnetic frustration of Cr atoms leads
to structure where every Cr atom is surrounded by ferromagnetic
elements. The inclusion of Fe into alloy enhances this kind of driv-
ing force even more.

As in the case of ternary alloy, the development of SRO involves
a lowering of formation energy by about 60 meV per atom, from 76
to 16. Atomic relaxation changes the energy from its initial value
about 5 meV per atom. Although there is a large reduction of for-
mation energy, it still remains positive and thus phase separation
should occur at low temperatures.

Furthermore, the DOS at the Fermi level differs significantly
from the random alloy, as seen in Fig. 5. The lower density of states
near the Fermi energy would decrease the electron–phonon cou-
pling as it is proportional to DOS.

The magnetic moments of the structure with SRO have a much
smaller spread and, as in the ternary alloy, those of Cr atoms are
mostly antiferromagnetically aligned with respect to all other ele-
ments (see Fig. 6). SRO also increases the absolute value of mean
magnetic moments.

Similarly with the ternary alloy, SRO results in a sizable change
of the configurational entropy in relation to the random solution, of
about 26% as calculated from the CVM model. This would signifi-
cantly change the locations of phase boundaries.

Next, during the atomic relaxation at 0 K the atoms move
only slightly and the mean atomic displacement is around 0.06 Å.
As with the ternary alloy the largest displacements are for Cr
atoms.

Finally, the EXAFS spectra was calculated for the quaternary
case for both SQS and SRO structures. The results are shown in
Fig. 7. These results agree quite well with experimental results,
but there is no significant difference between the SQS and SRO
spectra, which suggests that X-ray methods do not show enough
contrast between these elements to detect the changes in SRO that
we predict from lattice MC simulations.

4. Conclusions

In summary, lattice MC simulations were conducted to study
SRO in Ni based ternary and quaternary alloys, as a preliminary
study aiming at Ni-based HEA’s. Our main conclusion is that, con-
trary to the common assumption that HEA’s are random solid solu-
tions, equimolar NiCrCo HEA alloy shows a significant degree of
short range order involving a �40% decrease in the number of
Cr–Cr pairs together with an increase in Ni–Cr and Cr–Co pairs
with respect to random distributions. For the NiCrCoFe quaternary
alloy a similar behavior was found, namely an even larger decrease
in the number of Cr–Cr and Fe–Fe pairs and a moderate increase in
Ni–Cr, Ni–Fe, Cr–Co, and Co–Fe pairs as well as a decrease of Ni–Ni
and Co–Co pairs. We also show that this SRO affects properties
such as alloy formation energy, atomic mean square displace-
ments, electronic density of states, and configurational entropy.
Ordering lowers the formation energy in several tenths of meV
per atom and reduces the configurational entropy by�20%, enough
to change the values of the free energy of the solution phase affect-
ing the location of phase boundaries by significant amounts.
Additionally, SRO defines the energy landscape for defects in both
their formation and migration energies. Lastly, the change in DOS
near the Fermi energy due to SRO influences transport properties
and the electro-phonon coupling.
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Time-dependent density functional theory and Ehrenfest dynamics are used to calculate the electronic
excitations produced by a moving Ni ion in a Ni crystal in the case of energetic MeV range (electronic stopping
power regime), as well as thermal energy meV range (electron-phonon interaction regime). Results at high energy
compare well to experimental databases of stopping power, and at low energy the electron-phonon interaction
strength determined in this way is very similar to the linear response calculation and experimental measurements.
This approach to electron-phonon interaction as an electronic stopping process provides the basis for a unified
framework to perform classical molecular dynamics of ion-solid interaction with ab initio type nonadiabatic
terms in a wide range of energies.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Born-Oppenheimer approximation (BOA) [1] is the
keystone to describe ionic motion in condensed matter. This
approximation, in which ions move classically under the forces
derived from the electronic ground-state energy, proved to
be useful to describe nuclear stopping power for low-energy
ions in solids, Sn. However, for ion energies approaching the
Fermi velocity of electrons in the target, electronic loses, or
nonadiabatic effects, become increasingly relevant. The rate
of energy transfer to electrons can be cast in the form of
an electronic stopping power Se that, together with Sn, are
the two mechanisms of energy dissipation for energetic ions
colliding with a target material. As part of the BOA, Sn and
Se are customarily assumed to be independent of each other;
however, in the presence of nonadiabatic energy exchanges,
actual materials’ response is beyond the BOA.

For projectile velocities below the target Fermi velocity, Sn

and Se are both relevant, creating a complex nonequilibrium
situation that can be studied with a diversity of theoretical ap-
proaches. To a large extent, computational studies of radiation
damage have ignored the dynamic response of the electrons to
such perturbation; the majority has been done within the BOA,
or with classical potentials, ignoring electron dynamics. From
the early days, authors noticed the necessity to go beyond this
approximation, ranging from collision cascades [2–11] and
rapid shocks [12] to current-induced forces [13].

In addition to the phenomena related to stopping power
(Sn and Se), the electron-phonon (e-ph) interaction is also
important, since it is responsible for the return to thermal
equilibrium between the nuclear and electronic subsystems.
In this work the expression electron-phonon interaction refers
to both, the interaction of electrons with well-defined col-
lective ionic motion excitations characterized by wave and
polarization vectors, and the local picture of ions moving
individually. Hybrid models combine different aspects of the
problem in an ad hoc manner; these include two-temperature
models (TTM) [2,3], phenomenological stopping based in

*caro@lanl.gov

the local density [4], collective excitations in a Coulomb
explosion [5–8], and thermal spike approaches [2,3,9,10].
In general, these approaches consider a classical “electronic
thermal” field evolving via heat transport equations, and
coupled to ions via Langevin dynamics [11].

In the state-of-the-art implementations of classical molec-
ular dynamics (MD) with two temperatures, such as
Duffy’s [11,14–16], a viscous damping term (βv) and a random
force (ξ ) are added to the Newton equations of motion of
each ion: F = −βv + ξ (t), where β is a piecewise function
known in two limits: (i) β = βSe + βe-ph for v0 < v < vF and
(ii) β = βe-ph for v < v0 [17], where v0 is a threshold velocity
related to a cutoff kinetic energy chosen arbitrarily in the
range of ∼10–100 eV. The parameters βSe and βe-ph have
different values, since they are considered as being originated
in different physical processes. For example, the authors of
Ref. [18] assume “that the e–ph coupling process is not
initiated until 0.3 ps after the initiation of the collision process,
as the lattice temperature is ill-defined before this. Until this
time of the simulation only the electron stopping mechanism
is active, while there is a time-frame when both the electronic
stopping and e–ph interaction mechanisms are active.”

As examples of this way of approaching the problem, we
mention the works of Sand et al. on damage of W [19] using
τSe = m/βSe = 1 ps for the electronic stopping (with m the
mass of the ions) and no e-ph term; of Zarkadoula et al. on
Fe [18], who used a value of τSe = 1 ps for stopping power
and τSe-ph = 1.54 ps for the e-ph regime; and of Zhurkin and
Kolesnikov in a study of cluster impacts on metals [20], who
used τe-ph = 1 ps for Ni and τe-ph = 1.7 ps for Al. Caro and
Victoria and Proennecke et al. considered 3.4 < τe-ph < 10 ps
and 0.27 < τSe < 2.5 ps for Cu [4,21]. It can be concluded
that in the literature there is a diversity of values but always
τSe > τe-ph by a factor between ∼1.5 and ∼10.

The aim of this work is to show that the electronic stopping
power has a complex dependence on both the ion velocity and
the local electronic density, which are both related to the local
electronic density of states (LDOS). For a projectile to lose
energy to target electrons two conditions are required, first that
target electrons have to be where the projectile is and second
that there have to filled states where electrons can be taken from
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and empty states they can fill in; both conditions are related
to the structure of the LDOS. The projectile velocity provides
an energy scale around the Fermi energy, similar to thermal
energy kBT , which determines what electrons participate in the
nonadiabatic process. It is known that for the uniform electron
gas the stopping power is linear in velocity for projectile
velocities less than the Fermi velocity, Se = βv, and that β has
a complex density dependence [22,23], but for more realistic
density of states the situation changes, as has recently been
shown for the case of protons and He in Au [24].

Besides the velocity dependence, the reason that makes βSe

and βe-ph different is the local electronic density (ρ) of the
target, which an energetic particle can explore in different
energy domains: a particle undergoing electronic stopping
is an energetic particle that visits many regions in a solid,
with different electronic density, while a particle moving in
a phononlike mode, i.e., with meV of energy, visits regions
close to their equilibrium lattice positions, where the electronic
density of the host matrix has a minimum. By making explicit
the β dependence on ρ we describe here the e-ph interaction
as a special case of electronic stopping process at very low
energies. By comparing the strength of the so determined
e-ph coupling to fully quantum-mechanical treatments, we
assess the validity of the Langevin equation to represent this
nonadiabatic phenomenon. The main approximation we make
is the assumption of classical motion for the ions at thermal
energies, which is presumably valid for kinetic energies above
the Debye temperature.

It is important to mention that this local-density dependence
of the damping term representing the electronic stopping
power was proposed by us years ago [4], but the high
degree of empiricism in the functional form proposed for this
dependence prevented it from being adopted as a standard
approximation. Here we give the initial steps towards a
functional form with ab initio type accuracy.

Additionally, within the framework of time-dependent
tight-binding theory, Race et al. [17] reported results pro-
viding evidence that, for tight-binding molecular-dynamics
simulations, the strength of the coupling depends on the
electronic density at the crystalline location of the moving ion,
giving support to this work in that the stopping mechanisms
appearing in time-dependent electronic structure calculations
could account for both Se and e-ph interaction.

II. METHOD: NONADIABATIC CALCULATION

Using time-dependent density functional theory (TD-
DFT) [25] to follow the energy transfer from (classical) ions
to (quantum) electrons we analyze the ability of the proposed
technique to calculate both the electronic stopping of an ener-
getic projectile traveling along a channeling direction and the
the e-ph interaction parameter for the case of a single represen-
tative vibrational mode, the Einstein oscillator. Both types of
simulations were performed on a supercell with 108 Ni atoms
(�-only sampling) on a fcc lattice with a lattice parameter
of 3.52 Å. Norm-conserving pseudopotentials and an energy
cutoff of 150 Ry for a plane-wave basis were used. The calcula-
tions included semicore states, were nonmagnetic, and used the
adiabatic LDA exchange-correlation (XC) potential. For de-
tails on the implementation of TD-DFT in QBOX, see Ref. [26].

Previous work by Pruneda et al. and by others on nonadia-
batic dynamics in insulators [27], and of Correa and coworkers
on H in Al [28,29], proved that TD-DFT gives accurate results
for Se at high (i.e., E � 1 eV) energies. By accurate we mean
in good agreement with the SRIM database, considered to be the
standard reference for this property [30,31]. For one particular
case studied in this work, namely, a Ni projectile into a Ni
target at an energy of 1.5 MeV, SRIM reports a stopping
of 148.2 eV/Å while our calculations for the center of a
〈100〉 channel give 42.5 eV/Å. This discrepancy can easily be
removed by taking into consideration that experimental values
represent averages of actual trajectories and, as discussed in
Refs. [29,32], either running off-center channel simulations or
random direction trajectories, bring the results into excellent
agreement with SRIM.

In this work, we evaluate the electronic stopping for an atom
in two different environments: (i) an energetic projectile in
channeling conditions and (ii) an atom vibrating with thermal
energies around its equilibrium position. We determine a scalar
β for both cases, and relate it to the local density seen by the
moving atom, which we assume is the main characteristic that
distinguishes between the two environments. To this end we
first evaluated the time evolution of the total electronic energy
of a system composed of a Ni projectile traveling along the
center of a 〈100〉 channel in the Ni fcc crystal. Details of these
calculations will be published elsewhere; here we show in
Fig. 1 the general aspect of these curves.

For the case of an atom vibrating with thermal energies
around its equilibrium position, we aim at calculating the
stopping power at much lower velocities, corresponding to
energies in the meV region. We then face the time-scale
limitations imposed by the computational cost of TD-DFT. We
adopt then the following strategy: to determine if the sample
size (number of electrons in the supercell calculations) is large
enough in the sense that the small gaps appearing between
the electronic eigenvalues are not affecting the results of the
calculation, we propagate the projectile in a uniform electron
gas, jellium, with the same parameters used to represent Ni in
the DFT calculations, meaning the same XC functional, cutoff,
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Total energy vs position of the Ni projec-
tile across the 〈100〉 channel in a fcc Ni at different velocities (from
1.5 to 150 MeV). We obtained the electronic stopping power from
the slope of these curves, after an initial transient.
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box size, etc. The ground state of a jellium with electron density

in the range we want to study (0–1.5 e/Å
3
) is constructed

with a single additional Ni atom. In the time-dependent
simulation the Ni ion is then moved at constant velocity. The
energy-versus-time curves show a behavior similar to that of
the crystalline target, including the transient and excitation of
charge oscillations that it originates, but without the periodic
oscillations due to the crystalline structure [29].

Comparing the losses corresponding to Ni traveling into
crystalline Ni at the center of the 〈100〉 channel with those
of Ni traveling in jellium we conclude that, on average, Ni
travels in the fcc Ni channel producing the same dissipation
as if in a homogeneous medium of electronic density ρ =
0.75 e/Å

3
. For a velocity of 1 a.u. (1.5 MeV for Ni) the

dissipation in the channel is 45 eV/Å, and β (in Se = βv)

is 2.06 × 10−3 eV ps/Å
2
. This friction can be expressed in

time units, as τ = m/β, which measures the characteristic
relaxation time for excess energy in the ionic system decaying
into the electronic system; the relaxation time is 3.5 ps.

We use then jellium to explore the low-velocity regime
because it lacks crystalline structure, which implies the need
of much shorter trajectories to extract the slope representing
the losses, and we can therefore determine the stopping for
velocities over several orders of magnitude. Figure 2 shows

Se for a Ni projectile in jellium at a density ρ = 1.5 e/Å
3

over four orders of magnitude of velocity, or equivalently
eight orders of magnitude in energy, from 1.5 MeV (in the
electronic stopping power regime) down to 15 meV (in the
thermal phonon energy regime). The known linear dependence
on the velocity is clearly confirmed (in the range of densities
of interest), implying Se = β(ρ)v. While the result shown in
Fig. 2, namely, that Se is proportional to velocity for v < vF

in a uniform electron gas, is known, this figure validates the
computational approach regarding sample size and emphasizes
the fact that the concept of electronic stopping is valid even at
thermal energies. It justifies the use of high-velocity results to
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Electronic stopping Se corresponding to

Ni in jellium at metallic electron densities (ρ = 1.5 e/Å
3
) for

different velocities covering eight orders of magnitude in kinetic
energy, from 1.5 MeV (in the electronic stopping power regime) to
15 meV (corresponding to typical thermal phonon energies). The
slope 1 indicates a stopping linearly proportional to velocity.

study low-velocity dissipation, provided a proper treatment of
the DOS at EF for real materials is given. Going to even lower
velocities in jellium should still give a linear relation, down to
some limit where the discrete structure of the density of states
due to the finite sample size would introduce departures from
linearity, similar to those reported for insulators [27].

While jellium gives a stopping proportional to velocity, it
is only an approximation to real materials and in particular
to Ni, in the sense that it neglects the detailed structure of
the electronic density of states (DOS) close to the Fermi
energy (EF), which translates into a velocity dependence to the
coupling. We come back to this point at the Discussion section.

III. RESULTS: CONNECTION BETWEEN ELECTRONIC
STOPPING POWER AND ELECTRON-

PHONON COUPLING

To analyze next the connection between an energetic ion
traveling along a channel and an Einstein oscillator, we study
the electronic density at different locations in a Ni crystal.
Figure 3 shows ρ(x) along two trajectories, one along the
center of a 〈100〉 channel, where ρ(x) varies between 0.23

and 0.3 e/Å
3
, and the other also along the 〈100〉 direction but

across the perfect lattice sites, i.e., across the nuclei of Ni
atoms. We have included in this trajectory a vacancy in the
position a0 = 2, to evaluate the density of Ni at a vacant site
because we will picture an Einstein oscillator as a “projectile”
moving around a vacant site. The figure also displays as vertical
shadowed areas the size of the atom cores as given by the cutoff
radius of the pseudopotential for 2p electrons.

Two conclusions emerge from Fig. 3. One is that the density

at the center of the channel (∼0.23–0.30 e/Å
3
), is similar but

smaller than the equivalent jellium density giving the same

stopping, ρ = 0.75 e/Å
3

as discussed earlier. It implies that
for a nonhomogeneous system, such as a crystal lattice, not
only the density at the location of the nucleus of the projectile
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Electronic density in a fcc Ni target along
two directions, the 〈100〉 channeling direction at its center, and along
a 〈100〉 direction going across four atoms at positions zero, one, three,
and four a0, with a0 the lattice parameter, and a vacancy at position
2a0. Note the factor of almost 10 between electronic density in the
channel and at the vacant site.
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is relevant, but also the density around that position. That is,
the finite size of the projectile atom with its bound electrons
samples regions of the target around its trajectory in a way that
on average crystalline Ni stops a Ni ion traveling along the

center of the channel as homogeneous jellium at ∼0.75 e/Å
3

density does. The second conclusion is that at a vacant site
the electronic density is approximately ten times smaller than
at the center of a channel. This fact, together with the order-
of-magnitude difference in ion velocities at thermal energies,
is precisely what will give rise to a different stopping for
energetic projectiles than for atoms vibrating thermally around
their lattice sites.

To establish the connections between Se and e-ph inter-
action, we analyze now the energy dissipation of a Ni ion
moving in a Ni crystal in a trajectory along a 〈100〉 direction
passing on top of a perfect lattice site that is vacant, at two
different constant velocities, namely, v = 0.1 and 0.05 a.u.,
corresponding to 15 and 3.75 keV, respectively. Phonon
energies would require this study to be done at two orders of
magnitude lower velocities, something that is computationally
very demanding. To recover the dissipation under the real
oscillatory dynamics, we will use the results for β obtained at
v = 0.05 a.u. and plug it into the actual equation of motion of
the damped harmonic oscillator at an amplitude corresponding
to room temperature.

Figure 4 shows the potential energy for the BOA together
with the energy according to TD-DFT for the atom moving
from x = −1.1 to 1.1 Å, measured from the perfect crystal
position where the vacancy sits, for the case v = 0.1 a.u. The
ion in TD-DFT was set into motion at a distance from the
vacancy larger than |−1.1| Å, in order to reach that position
well after the transient has disappeared. For visualization
purposes, both curves have been vertically shifted to have equal
value at x = −1.1 Å. Finally Fig. 4 also shows the difference
between the two curves, i.e., the dissipated energy, whose
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Energy vs position for an atom moving
from left to right at constant velocity of v = 0.1 a.u. across its
equilibrium position in the lattice at x = 0 according to both the Born-
Oppenheimer approximation (dashed green curve), and nonadiabatic
TD-DFT (solid-red curve). For visualization purposes, energy values
have been made to coincide at x = −1.1 Å. The losses are given by
the derivative of the curve representing the energy difference between
the two approximations (dotted blue curve).

slope is the stopping power or, in this interpretation, the e-ph
interaction. As it is apparent, the slope of the curve, i.e., βv,
is not constant but position dependent, reflecting the fact that
β is a function of the density. The curves for v = 0.05 a.u. are
slightly different, giving a larger β.

From the curvature of the BO curve in Fig. 4 we determine
the equation of motion of the Einstein oscillator by extract-
ing Hooke’s constant κ of the parabolic potential, getting

κ = 13.076 eV/Å
2
. This constant determines an oscillation

frequency of 7.379 THz, or a period T0 = 0.136 ps. This value
is to be compared with the maximum phonon frequency in
Ni, which is ∼9 THz [33], reminding us that the Einstein
oscillator is generally in the upper side of the phonon spectrum.
From the slope of the energy difference between the adiabatic
and nonadiabatic calculation reported in Fig. 4 we extract the
instantaneous β as a function of position x; from the curves
in Fig. 3 we obtain the density as a function of position. We
can then represent β as a function of density; these functions
at the two velocities considered are shown in Fig. 5. For the
small variations of density considered here corresponding to
displacements compatible with room-temperature excitations,
the function β(ρ) is linear in density.

This result, namely, that β is different at different velocities,
clearly shows that the damping is not simply proportional to
the velocity at low velocities as is the case for jellium, Fig. 2.
This velocity dependence is similar to the case reported in
Ref. [24] for Au. Interesting to note is the fact that the velocity
dependence for Ni is just the opposite to that of Au; while in Au
the coupling decreases for low velocity, in Ni it increases. The
reasons for that are to be found in the structure of the DOS
close to the Fermi level: while in Au increasing the width
around EF increases the number of electrons involved, in Ni
it is the opposite because the Fermi level sits on a high and
narrow peak. For details see Figs. 4(d) and 5(d) in Ref. [34].

The motion of a damped harmonic oscillator of mass m and
damping β is exponentially attenuated with a characteristic
time τA = 2m/β, while the energy decays with τE = m/β. We
find τE = 12.7 ps for β determined at v = 0.1 a.u. and τE =
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Instantaneous stopping power coeffici-
ent β vs local electronic density at the location of the projectile
for a Ni atom moving along the 〈100〉 direction in Ni across a vacant
site at 0.1 (green dashed curve) and 0.05 (red solid curve) a.u. of
velocity.
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4.4 ps for v = 0.05 a.u. We can expect that if β is calculated
for lower velocities the characteristic relaxation time will be
even smaller.

How does this value compare with the relaxation time for
a 1.5-MeV (v = 1-a.u.) Ni particle traveling at the center of
a 〈100〉 channel in fcc Ni? To make this comparison we will
assume that for velocities between 0.1 and 1 a.u. the linear
dependence of stopping with velocity is valid, which is not
the case for velocities below 0.1 a.u., as we just discussed.
Under this assumption, the relaxation time in a channel,
namely, 3.5 ps, is 4.5 times shorter that the relaxation time
around a vacancy. In terms of β for a particle traveling in

a channel, β(ρ = 0.25 e/Å
3
) = 2.06 × 10−3 eV ps/Å

2
, while

for an atom traveling around its equilibrium position β(ρ =
0.03 e/Å

3
) = 4.57 × 10−4 eV ps/Å

2
. In short, a variation of

the host electronic density by a factor of ∼9 produces a
variation of the strength of the coupling by a factor of ∼4.5.

This result partially solves the difficulty presented in the
Introduction about the use of a piecewise function for β.
However the precise relation between β and ρ at all densities,
which is of relevance for practical implementations of TTM
in classical MD simulations, requires also a dependence on
velocity and/or on the structure of the DOS around EF, a
complex problem that still needs to be solved and is beyond
the purpose of this paper.

IV. COMPARISON WITH THE PERTURBATIVE
APPROACH

Finally, how does the e-ph relaxation time from TD-DFT
compare with the value obtained using standard Bloch-
Boltzmann-Peierls expression [35] describing the rates of
change of electron and phonon distribution due to electron-
phonon collision? In such approximation, the electron energy
dissipation caused by the difference in electron and lattice tem-
peratures is described by the theory developed by Allen [36]:

ce
dTe

dt
= −π�kBλ〈ω2〉N (EF)(Te − Tl) = −g(Te − Tl) (1)

where ce is the electronic specific-heat capacity, 〈ω2〉 is the
average value of phonon frequency, N (EF) is the electronic
density of states (DOS) per spin at Fermi energy, λ is the
coupling constant, and Te and Tl are electron and lattice
temperatures, respectively.

The rigid muffin-tin potential approach (RMTA) proposed
by Gaspari and Gyorffy [37] significantly simplifies the
calculation of λ. It was used to calculate the Hopfield parameter
η = λ/(m〈ω2〉), where m is atomic mass. Thus, the zero-
temperature expression for the e-ph coupling is defined as

g = π�kBηN (EF)/m. (2)

The electronic scattering phase shifts and electronic density
of states, N (EF), needed to calculate η, are obtained from the
atomic sphere approximation of the Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker
(KKR) [38,39] calculation. Within RMTA the spherically
averaged part of the Hopfield parameter is equal (in Rydberg
units) to

η = 2N (EF)
∑

�

(� + 1)M2
�,�+1

f�

2� + 1

f�+1

2� + 3
, (3)

where f� is a relative partial DOS,

f� = N�(EF)

N (EF)
, (4)

and M�,�+1 is the electron-phonon matrix element

M�,�+1 =
∫ S

0
R�

dV

dr
R�+1r

2dr, (5)

where the gradient of the one-electron potential V (r) and the
radial solution of the Schrödinger equation, R� and R�+1,
were used. M�,�+1 can be written [37] in terms of the phase
shifts δ� or in terms of logarithmic derivatives of D� = rR′

�/R�

evaluated at the boundary of the atomic sphere [40–42]:

M�,�+1 = −φ�(EF)φ�+1(EF){[D�(EF) − �]

× [D�+1(EF) + � + 2] + [EF − V (S)]S2}, (6)

where φ�(EF) is the amplitude of the � partial wave.
Since both η and g are proportional to N (EF), the resulting

value strongly depends on the magnetic ordering in the

material, namely, η = 2.6 eV/Å
2

for nonmagnetic Ni and

η = 2.1 eV/Å
2

for the magnetic one. This difference is mainly
caused by much higher N (EF) for nonmagnetic Ni compared
to the magnetic one. The corresponding coupling values, g,
are equal to 14.9 × 1017 and 9.6 × 1017 W/m3 K. According
to Lin et al. [34], the highest value of g, 10.5 × 1017 W/m3 K,
is measured in transient thermoreflectance experiments [43].
The electron temperature in this experiment does not
exceed 100 K. The phonon relaxation is obtained using the
expression τph = cl/g, where cl is the lattice specific-heat
capacity. The resulting phonon relaxation times at temperature
equal to 300 K are 3.1 ps for nonmagnetic Ni and 4.8 ps
for the magnetic one, where the temperature dependence
was included following the approach proposed by Wang
et al. [44]. This approach allows us to include scattering of
phonons on electrons away from the Fermi surface. Following
Wang et al. and Lin et al. [34] the temperature-dependent
electron-phonon coupling was calculated using

g(Te) = π�kB
η

M
N (EF)

∫ ∞

−∞
dE

[
N (E)

N (EF)

]2[
− ∂f

∂E

]
, (7)

where − ∂f

∂E
is the derivative of the equilibrium Fermi

distribution function. At low electronic temperatures, Te,
this function reduces to a delta function, and the expression
for g reduces to Eq. (2). Figure 6 shows the calculated
g(Te) together with available experimental data obtained in
transient thermoreflectance experiments [43] and pump-probe
transmission experiments [45] and deduced from the
two-temperature model for surface melting [46] (see detailed
discussion in the paper by Lin et al. [34]). The calculated
dependence is in very reasonable agreement with experiment.

V. DISCUSSION

The e-ph interaction represented in terms of a relaxation
time has then been calculated with two different approaches,
namely, in a semiclassical way, as the low-velocity limit
of electronic stopping, producing a value for an Einstein
oscillator of τ = 12.7 ps for β calculated at v = 0.1 a.u and
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Calculated (red line) and experimental
(blue dots) electron-phonon coupling as a function of electron
temperature. The data point at “a” is from Ref. [43], at “b” is from
Ref. [45], and at “c” is from Ref. [46]. Also shown are the points
calculated as stopping power, with an instantaneous stopping power
coefficient β determined with a projectile traveling at v = 0.05 a.u.
of velocity (point d), and at v = 0.1 a.u. (point e). For details see text.

τ = 4.4 ps for β calculated at v = 0.05 a.u, and as given by
linear-response theory, producing a value of τ = 3.5 ps at
0 K. The similarity of these results is surprising if we consider
how different the two approaches are. To mention some,
the e-ph interaction seen as an electronic stopping process
uses Ehrenfest dynamics, which is known to misrepresent
some dissipation channels [47]. Also, our calculation is for
an Einstein mode, a highly localized superposition of all
normal modes, while the quantum-mechanical calculation
involves a thermal population of phonons. In addition, the
quantum-mechanical calculation is very sensitive to the
electronic DOS at the Fermi level, a usual source of numerical
inaccuracy. However, the main assumption is the velocity
proportionality of the stopping, as represented in Fig. 2 for
jellium: the βs used for the calculation of the attenuation of
an Einstein oscillator were obtained at v = 0.1 and 0.05 a.u.,
while the velocity of an atom moving in the phonon regime is
in the range of v ∼ 0.0001 a.u., implying that an even larger
value of β may be found if the velocity is further reduced.

In a recent paper, Zeb et al. showed that, for protons on Au,
where the Fermi level is in the s band close to the upper limit
of the d band, the experimentally reported nonlinear behavior
of stopping power versus velocity (lower slope of the stopping
at lower velocities) is due to a gradual crossover as excitations
tail into the d electron spectrum [24]. Using a similar argument
for our case of Ni in Ni, we find a justification for the opposite
behavior, namely, an increase in the slope of the stopping
as the velocity decreases, as shown in Fig. 6. Our calculated
dependence of the e-ph coupling on electronic temperature in
Ni, as well as the work by Lin et al. [34], show a strong negative
dependence in the temperature regime relevant for high-energy
laser pulses, i.e., electronic temperatures up to 104 K. As the
electronic temperature increases, electrons in a window of
width kBT around EF start to participate in the coupling and
since in Ni the N (EF) is very high and decreases at both sides of
EF the coupling has a strong negative temperature dependence.

The e-ph interaction seen as a stopping process can be
analyzed with the same argument, namely, the electrons that

participate in the stopping are those around EF with a width
that increases with projectile velocity. Using a semiclassical
argument we see that for a given projectile velocity v electrons
in a range EF ± 2�kFv become relevant for the nonadiabatic
energy exchange. Therefore a meaningful comparison between
electronic stopping and e-ph coupling can be made when v ∼
kBT /(2�kF ), with T the electronic temperature. So, for exam-
ple, an electronic temperature of 5000 K corresponds, in this
analogy, to a projectile velocity of 0.011 a.u. (counting ten va-
lence electrons per nickel ion) or 0.006 a.u. (two s electrons per
nickel ion). This argument is a good candidate to explain why
the e-ph and stopping power calculations agree when both the-
ories are compared at the appropriate limits, i.e., when both ap-
proaches effectively probe the same range of DOS around EF.

At high electronic temperature (or in the presence of defects
affecting the band structure) the exact value of N (EF) of
the perfect crystal becomes less relevant, and is replaced by
an average in the range EF ± kBT . In fact, for disordered
alloys, liquid phase, or high temperature, we expect that the
semiclassical stopping method to the two-temperature model
could become a practical and accurate approach.

VI. CONCLUSION

In summary, using TD-DFT we simulated an oscillatory
ion motion with thermal energies subject to the damping
created by electronic excitations, as well as an energetic ion
traveling in a channel direction in a crystal. We interpreted both
damping processes as being two aspects of the same physical
phenomenon, differentiated only by the density of the target
that the moving particle is able to explore at different energy
ranges. This connection between the two processes is not new
in molecular physics: Several years ago a similar assumption
was made by Persson and Hellsing [48,49] to explain the
attenuation of oscillating molecules or adatoms on the surface
of a metal. In this paper we give a full quantitative evaluation
of the process for a metal with ab initio accuracy. Finally, in
a recent paper by Mason [50] an explicit form is given for
the damping coefficient in terms of a damping tensor derived
from a tight-binding model, adding more complexity to our
simple scalar damping term. Still Mason’s model considers Sn

and Se as distinct phenomena acting at different energy scales.
Perhaps a combination of both approaches may give the most
complete description on nonadiabatic phenomena in solids.

The classical trajectory is not only a technical shortcut
but also makes the connection with state-of-the-art molecular-
dynamics simulations. The proposition presented in this paper
of calculating the e-ph interaction as a particular case of an
electronic stopping process provides a simple solution to the
empiricism present today in molecular-dynamics simulations
of nonadiabatic processes in energetic ion-solid interactions,
by attributing the differences in value of the damping coef-
ficient β at different ion energies to the different values of
the host electronic density found by moving particles when in
the high-energy regime or in the thermal energy regimes. A
practical implementation of this approach in a MD simulation
would require an on-the-fly determination of the electronic
density, obtained, for example, by superposition of spherical
atomic densities (as it is currently feasible in the embedded
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atom method), and a precise functional form relating β to ρ as
obtained with the presented method.
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We present a model for non-adiabatic classical molecular dynamics simulations that captures with
high accuracy the wave-vector q−dependence of the phonon lifetimes, in agreement with quantum
mechanics calculations. It is based on a local view of the e-ph interaction where individual atom
dynamics couples to electrons via a damping term that is obtained as the low velocity limit of the
stopping power of a moving ion in a host. The model is parameter free, as its components are
derived from ab initio-type calculations, is readily extended to the case of alloys, and is adequate for
large scale molecular dynamics computer simulations. We also show how this model removes some
oversimplifications of the traditional ionic damped dynamics commonly used to describe situations
beyond the Born-Oppenheimer approximation.

Keywords:

I. INTRODUCTION

Computational materials science is one of the fastest
growing areas in physics and chemistry. Scientists have
long used computers to model materials and their per-
formance; but today, with ever-growing supercomputers,
which employ millions of microprocessors to tackle simu-
lations once considered intractable, the accuracy of some
simulations are able to reliably predict properties of new
materials without testing. However, material properties
often depend on phenomena that take place over several
scales, from nanometers to meters, from billionth of a
second to years. No computer in the near future will
be able to solve such challenges within a single theoret-
ical framework, for example, quantum mechanics at the
atomic scale.

To bypass this limitation, scientists have for years been
developing the concept of multi-scale modeling. This ap-
proach combines different models in order to cover the
full range of length and time scales of interest for a partic-
ular problem. The most common approach to multi-scale
modeling is called information passing. In this method
simulations of matter at one scale are based on the results
of simulations at a lower (more finely detailed) scale. The
challenge to perform a coherent simulation of a material
lies on building robust connections between such different
scales.

One of the most difficult connections is between the
electronic and the atomic scales, specifically, between
quantum mechanics, QM, for electrons and classical me-
chanics for the ions, because classical mechanics is not a
coarser view of QM. One of the best examples of success
in this area is the development of the so called ‘classical
many body potentials’ [1, 2] to describe ion-ion interac-
tions, done 30 years ago. It describes the potential energy
of an ensemble of atoms as a simple non linear function
of the sum of pair interactions. This assumption cap-
tures the essence of metallic cohesion, which in a tight

binding language says that bonding is a function of band
width, which itself is a function of wave-function over-
laps, and it does that at an insignificant computational
cost compared to any QM model for the electrons. This
model gives materials scientists a tremendous power to
predict atomic scale behavior in many metals and alloys
and represents a seminal contribution to computational
materials science, and probably the most successful con-
nection between scales in the multi-scale paradigm.

In this work we present a classical mechanics model
that captures the essence of another QM phenomenon
namely the electron-phonon, e-ph, interaction, and does
so also at an insignificant computational cost. The model
presented here captures with high accuracy the wave-
vector q dependence of the phonon lifetimes in agreement
with sophisticated QM calculations. It is based on a local
and instantaneous view of the e-ph interaction where in-
dividual atom dynamics couples to electrons via a damp-
ing term that is obtained as the low velocity limit of the
stopping power of a moving ion in a material. More-
over, the model is parameter free, as its components are
derived from ab initio-type calculations.

In a recent paper [3] we calculated the e-ph interaction
as a particular case of an electronic stopping process,
providing a simple solution to the empiricism present to-
day in molecular dynamics simulations of non-adiabatic
processes [4, 5].

The inclusion of electronic effects into classical MD
simulations is usually achieved using Langevin dynam-
ics, where a friction term, −βv, added to the Newton
equations of motion, removes energy from moving atoms,
while a random force term simulates the stochastic ther-
malizing collisions with electrons. The approach pro-
posed years ago by Caro et al. [6], treats the β term
as a function of the local electronic density of the host,
and the electronic system as a large heat bath at a con-
stant temperature. Today, that simple approach has been
largely improved by treating the energetics of the elec-
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Figure 1: Damping term β in the Langevin equations as
a function of local electronic density calculated using
TDDFT for Ni and Fe projectiles moving across a

vacancy site in an fcc Ni crystal. Also plotted is the
fitted quadratic function for β(ρ) that was used in MD

simulations.

tronic system as a continuum described by a specific heat
and a thermal conductivity, whose thermal state is solved
via the heat equation on a mesh, simultaneously with the
ionic equations of motion. This approach, known as the
Two Temperature hybrid MD Model, TTM-MD, repre-
sents the state of the art for non-adiabatic MD simula-
tions of radiation damage [5], although it is important
to mention that in most cases, the β term is assumed
constant. When it is assumed to be a function of the lo-
cal electronic density, it has been proven to give a much
better agreement with quantum mechanical calculations
[7].

In Ref. [3] we describe β as a specific function of the lo-
cal host electronic density, as seen by the moving atom.
This simplifying assumption naturally accounts for the
differences in β values seen by energetic projectiles vis-
iting regions of high electronic density of the host, and
slow, thermal, atoms moving around their equilibrium
positions, where the density contributed by the other,
host, atoms is at its minimum. We refer the reader to
that paper for the introductory discussion to the subject.

II. METHOD

In this paper we first use time dependent density func-
tional theory, TD-DFT, to evaluate β(ρ) for both a Ni
atom moving around its equilibrium position in a Ni lat-
tice, i.e. βNi(ρ), and an Fe atom substituting a Ni one in
the same Ni lattice, i.e. βFe(ρ). This last case provides
the information needed to describe the e-ph interaction in
NiFe alloys. With these functions we then evaluate the
phonon lifetime that results from the e-ph interaction;
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Figure 2: Electronic density in Ni crystal with a single
vacancy along 〈100〉 (red) and 〈110〉 (blue) directions.

The solid line is obtained with ASA method and dashed
calculated using VASP. The symbol Vac shows the

location of a vacancy in Ni crystal.

we compare these results with QM calculations based on
perturbation theory.

Our model is a modified version of the Langevin equa-
tions of motion describing an ensemble of classical de-
grees of freedom (Boltzmann statistics) in contact with
a heat reservoir, in our case, the electrons, namely,

FI = −∇IU({RJ}J)− βI(ρ
∗(RI))v

∗
I + ηI (1)

ρ∗(RI) =
∑

J 6=I

ρJ(RIJ ) (2)

v∗
I =

1

ρ∗(RI)

∑

J 6=I

ρJ(RIJ )(vI − vJ ) (3)

with each component of the random force ηI defined by,

〈η(i)I (t)〉 = 0 (4)

〈η(i)I (t)η
(j)
I (t′)〉 = δijδ(t− t′)2βI(ρ(RI))kBTe(RI) (5)

where FI is the force acting on atom I, U({R}J) is the
potential energy of the system that depends on the co-
ordinate of all the atoms and is given by an empirical
potential or by a ab initio ground state total energy
calculation; βI(ρ(RI)) is the viscous damping force or
ion-electron coupling strength function, which depends
on the chemical nature of the atom I, and its argument
ρ(RI) is the electronic density of the host at the position
where atom I is positioned, defined in Eq. 2, v∗

I is the
relative velocity between atom I and the host electronic
density, as defined by Eq. II, and ηI is a random force
defined by its mean value, Eq. 4, and its variance, Eq. ,
where kB is the Boltzmann constant, Te(RI) is the elec-
tronic temperature at position RI , and MI is the mass
of ion I.
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Note the way we have written the density ρ∗(R) at
position R in Eq. 2; it is defined as the sum of spheri-
cal atomic densities ρJ(RIJ) of neighboring atoms, which
carry the information about the chemical nature of atoms
at positions RJ that contributes to the density at posi-
tion RI . ρ(r) itself does not depend explicitly upon the
chemical nature of the atoms contributing to it. This
atomic sphere approximation, ASA, is similar to that at
the basis of the embedded atom model, EAM [1, 2], pro-
viding a fast algorithm to calculate it on-the-flight. Also
note that, according to Eq. the velocity v∗

I is the velocity
of atom I relative to the velocity of the electronic den-
sity. This point has been so far overlooked in the stan-
dard implementation of the TTM-MD in the popular MD
code LAMMPS [8] or DL-POLY [9], and has significant
consequences on the wave vector dependence of phonon
lifetimes, as we show below, and on the presence of an
artificial damping for a solid under rigid motion.

The function βI(ρ) is found in a two-step process.
First, βI(R) is obtained along a TD-DFT simulations
of a low (thermal) velocity atom moving across a vacant
site in the crystal. From the total electronic energy in the
simulation an instantaneous electronic stopping power,
Se(R) is obtained, whose slope is βI(R). We used the
code Qbox with modifications to perform explicit time-
dependent electron dynamics (TD-DFT)[10] and the pro-
cedure is similar to that described in [3]. Second, the
function ρ∗(R) is obtained using the ASA. The atomic
spherically-symmetric densities were obtained from the
Opium package [11] for isolated Ni and Fe atoms. VASP
calculations [12, 13] for the actual electronic density in
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Figure 4: Inverse phonon lifetimes in a fcc Ni crystal
along 〈100〉, 〈110〉, 〈111〉 directions. The polarization
vectors investigated are shown in the legend. Results
are shown for the model described in the text, for a

perturbative QM calculation, and for the standard two
temperature model.

bulk fcc Ni show that ASA is in a reasonably good agree-
ment with DFT results (fig. 2), validating the ASA ap-
proach for metals. (GGA was used all along the DFT cal-
culations.) In Fig. 2 we see that the largest discrepancy
occurs precisely at the location of the vacancy where the
actual density is smaller than the ASA value, reflecting
the effects of metallic bonding. Finally, relating βI(R)
to ρ(R) and eliminating R, the function β(ρ) in Eq. 1
is obtained. Figure 1 shows the results for βNi(ρ) corre-
sponding to a Ni atom in a fcc Ni lattice, and for βFe(ρ)
corresponding to an Fe atom in the same Ni lattice. The
calculations are not magnetic for simplicity, and also be-
cause in the envisioned applications the magnetism can
be seen as a small perturbation.

Note in this figure, in particular for the case of the Ni
atom in fcc Ni where the simulation ran for a longer tra-
jectory, that the actual value of Se is not exactly a func-
tion of the density at the actual position of the moving
atom, namely: Se for the atom approaching the vacancy
is not the same as Se for the atom departing from it,
at symmetrical positions, where the host density is the
same. This difference reflects the fact that the stopping
is in fact a function of the electronic density of the host
as well as that of the moving particle, which lags behind
its nucleus or, in general, the stopping is a function of
the history. This local density approximation is, never-
theless, an excellent approach for low velocity atoms, as
Fig 1 suggests, but is less accurate for projectiles in the
MeV range. This is analogous in spirit to the EAM, in
this case the friction itself is taken as a function of the
environment density. We discuss this subject in a forth-
coming publication.

We implemented this model as a new ‘fix’ in the MD
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Figure 5: Inverse phonon lifetimes for a NiFe random
solid solution in fcc phase as a function of wavevector q,
for three polarizations at various number concentrations
(c Fe 0.00, 0.01, 0.10). These are obtained with our MD

model from the decay of an initial phonon-like
excitation characterized by wavevector q along principal

directions in the Brillouin zone, and polarization
(longitudinal and two transversal). Values reported on
the upper panel correspond to the e-ph contribution
alone, measure from the energy transferred to the

electronic system; those of the lower panel correspond
to the actual decay of the mode that contains the e-ph
interaction plus the decay produced by the disorder.

code LAMMPS [8] and treated the electronic system as
it is usually done in the TTM-MD, namely by solving
the heat diffusion equation on a grid. For our purpose in
this work of determining phonon lifetimes, only energy
removal from the ionic system to the electrons is stud-
ied, with the random force in Eq. 1 turned off. Phonon-
phonon scattering is contained in the adiabatic potential
U and explicit magnon dynamics is still omitted.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To study phonon lifetimes we prepared each initial
state with displacements corresponding to particular po-
larizations and wave-vectors q along high symmetry di-
rections in the Brillouin zone, and monitor their ampli-
tude of each mode as it decreases with time, as shown in
Fig. 3.

The initial amplitude is small enough (0.0018 Å) to
make anharmonic effects (i.e. phonon-phonon interac-

tions) negligible. From a fitting to the exponential decay
of its amplitude we obtain the lifetimes, as reported in
Fig. 4.

To check the accuracy of these predictions, we evaluate
the phonon lifetimes from density-functional perturba-
tion theory [14–16] (DFPT) in a pseudopotential plane-
wave approach, as implemented in Quantum Espresso
(QE) package [18], using ultrasoft [19] pseudopotential
from the QE database. The results are shown in Fig.
(4) as well. The electronic structure and phonon dis-
persion for nonmagnetic Ni were calculated within the
Generalized Gradient Approximation (GGA), with the
exchange-correlation functional parameterized according
to Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof [17]. A plane wave ki-
netic energy cut off of 40 Ry (and charge density cutoff of
240 Ry) give accurate values of phonon dispersion. The
integration over the Brillouin zone (BZ) used a smearing
of 0.02 Ry. The calculation of phonon lifetime requires an
integration of the double delta over the Fermi surface [20]
with a high accuracy. BZ summations were carried out
over a 30× 30× 30 grid for the k-grid electronic integra-
tion, smearing equal to 0.005 Ry and 6 × 6 × 6 for the
phononic q-grid integration, according to the Monkhorst-
Pack scheme. We performed the phononic BZ integra-
tion to calculate the electron-phonon coupling constant,
λ [20]. The value obtained, λ = 0.24, is very close to
0.26, obtained previously [3, 21] using a rigid muffin-tin
potential approach (RMTA) [22]. This λ value is calcu-
lated using value of calculated Hopfield parameter [21]
and expression

λ = δ/(m〈ω2〉), (6)

where δ is Hopfield parameter calculated in RMTA, and
〈ω2〉 is averaged value of calculated phonon frequencies.
This value are also in reasonable agreement with the λ =
0.31 obtained by Allen from resistivity experiment [23].

Finally, Fig 4 also gives the lifetime predictions for the
standard TTM-MD approach, which assumes a constant
β and uses the absolute ion velocity in the term βv. It
can be seen that no q-dependence is obtained, and more-
over, damping is present even at q = 0, i.e. for rigid
translation (evidencing that the total linear momentum
is not conserved). Three main conclusions emerge from
this figure: (i) the classical mechanics e-ph interaction
model that we present here predicts phonon lifetimes in
remarkably good agreement with quantum mechanical
calculations; (ii) the main limitation of the model seems
to be the inability to predict different values for longitu-
dinal and transverse polarization; (iii) the typical model
used so far to account for non-adiabatic atomic motion,
the TTM-MD with constant β and absolute velocities, is
unable to give any q-dependence, however it is captured
with our method.

The absence of polarization effect in the life-times
stems from the simplicity of the model and the scalar
character of the dissipation (friction force is always anti-
parallel to the velocity). A more general model (includ-
ing tensorial β or dependence on acceleration) could in
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principle also recover polarization effects.
The model presented so far is readily extended for al-

loys; we study the case of NiFe. According to Eqs. 1 the
function βI depends on the chemical identity of atom I,
and its argument is the host density at the location of
atom I, which is the sum of atomic densities of atoms
at sites J , with their own chemical identity that defines
such density, Eq. 2. Therefore describing alloys requires
the calculation of the electronic stopping power of all the
species in consideration in a host that is representative
of the alloy. In the case presented here we assume it to
be pure Ni, valid for small concentrations in NiFe.

Fig. 1 shows βFe(ρ) for an Fe atom moving around a
vacancy in fcc Ni. Fig. (5) shows the lifetimes resulting
from both the e-ph interaction and the phonon scattering
produced by the disorder. Clearly the disorder contribu-
tion is at least one order of magnitude larger than the e-
ph part. To extract the phonon lifetime from the total at-
tenuation we monitor the energy transferred to the elec-
tronic system, instead of the decay of the phonon itself.
The results are shown in Fig. 5 which show how alloying
increases the coupling mostly at the zone edges. We also
observe a splitting between longitudinal and transverse
branches, absent in the pure Ni case.

In all the phonon lifetime MD calculations an 20 ×
20× 20 fcc simulation box consisting of 32000 atoms was
used. Ni-Fe alloys were constructed by substituting the
Ni atoms with Fe randomly to obtain the required con-
centration. All the structures were initially relaxed to
obtain the equilibrium lattice parameter. Afterwards dif-
ferent phonon modes used in the study were created by
displacing the atoms. The Ni interatomic potential by
Mishin et al. [24] was used in the phonon lifetime studies
for pure Ni crystal and the potential by Bonny et al. [25]
was used in the case of Ni-Fe alloy.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We propose a non adiabatic model for classical MD
that accurately reproduces e-ph interaction in both
strength and q-dependence. The model is based on treat-
ing the e-ph interaction as a low velocity case of electronic
stopping power, and therefore uses a quantum mechani-
cal technique, namely TD-DFT, to evaluate its strength,
which becomes then parameter free. Using a local ap-
proximation to relate the e-ph coupling to the host elec-
tronic density, and complemented with a atomic sphere
approximation to obtain the local electronic density at
low computational cost, the model is readily extended
to alloys. The predictions are validated by comparison
to quantum mechanical calculations, showing an excel-
lent agreement. This model represents quantitatively
accurate approach to describe non adiabatic aspects of
ion-electron dynamics within a classical mechanics frame-
work.
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